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Simply BETTEr. iN TwO 
wOrdS, iT SumS up whaT 
wE’rE all aBOuT. 
When we started, the flooring market – particularly 
underlay – suffered from little innovation, low margins 
and poor service. From the outset, we challenged that. 
And we still do.

Fact is, flooring relies on underlay for much more than 
most people realise – adding warmth, reducing noise, 
improving comfort and more. So we’ve always led the 
way in helping customers understand more about the 
complete flooring solution, and the difference underlay 
can make. With our latest collection – including flooring 
and accessories as well as underlay – we’ve taken this 
even further.

We’re always on the lookout for new ideas and systems 
to help us make your world Simply Better, and we 
have some innovative new products too! The details of 
our entire range are laid out in an easy to use format, 
designed to make QA’s products easier to sell. And as 
ever, you can expect outstanding support for both you 
and your customers.

Keeping it simple. Always being better… That’s what QA 
is all about.

ThE Qa TEam

 wElCOmE  
 TO Qa.
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 Traffilay 
 3 simple steps to your 
 perfect underlay.

It’s tucked away, but underlay’s full of hidden 
talents. That’s why it’s so important to choose 
the right one. So we created Traffilay. 
It’s revolutionary yet extremely straightforward: 
a three-step system designed to help customers 
easily find the right underlay for their home, 
and help you find sales opportunities for your 
business.

It all starts with traffic – how much an area is 
used. Then choose what sort of installation it is 
– wood, carpet or other material. And finally the 
benefits that matter most, such as cushioning, 
insulation or durability. There – finding the 
perfect underlay’s never been quicker. Or easier.

 STEp 1
 Choose the traffic level and flooring type.
 LIGHT – e.g. Bedrooms
 MEDIUM – e.g. Living Rooms
 Heavy – e.g. Halls, Stairs, Landings 

 STEp 2
 Choose the benefits you want. 

 STEp 3
 Choose the most suitable product helped 
 by our performance ratings from 1 to 9.

 

 See page 82 for full details of the 
 Traffilay system.

Beautiful. Stylish. Luxurious. QA’s Luvanto range 
of vinyl flooring looks and feels like real wood or 
stone – but it’s simply better. It’s warm to the touch, 
for instance; very quiet underfoot; and unlike the 
natural materials it echoes, Luvanto needs minimal 
maintenance. It’s extremely hygienic, and thanks to 
innovative technology very hardwearing – making it 
suitable for domestic or commercial use.

Some people still think all underlay is the same. 
But one look at our huge range tells you it’s not. 
Whether it’s to reduce noise, enhance underfloor 
heating or keep its shape under pressure, we’ve an 
underlay to suit. And with options for carpet, wood 
or laminate or other floor types, easy fitting and 
ultra-hardwearing installations, our underlay’s about 
choice as much as comfort.

They’re at the core of your business. The things every 
professional carpet and flooring fitter needs, day in, 
day out. From tapes to tools, paper to packaging, stair 
nosings to scotia, our wide range of accessories will 
help you do a simply better job. 

To help your business sell more QA products, we also 
have a full range of Point of Sale display units available.

flooring

underlay

accessories
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No hassle. No unanswered calls. No loose ends. 
You simply want to know you can trust the 
products and people you’re dealing with. After 
all, it could be your trade reputation at stake – or 
the comfort of your home. 

With QA, you can expect guaranteed reliability – 
every time.

When we say we offer you a complete flooring 
solution, we mean complete – including going the 
extra mile to make sure you’re happy with every 
aspect of our service.

And even though we’ve got over 300 product 
options, whatever you get from us is covered by 
one straightforward warranty.

Qa. iT Simply 
STaNdS fOr 
QualiTy 
aSSurEd.

Our warraNTy

‘if ThErE’S aNyThiNg
yOu’rE NOT happy wiTh – 
aNyThiNg aT all – 
wE’ll puT iT righT.  
QuiCKly, hONESTly aNd 
gENErOuSly.’
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Like everything else we do, we’ve kept our 
warranty very simple. It’s easy to understand, 
it does what it says. It’s one of the best in 
the business.

That’s because we believe in treating you 
the way we like to be treated ourselves. 
Sometimes though, things can go wrong – 
and if they do, that’s where our Quality Care 
programme comes in.

Our aim is for 100% satisfaction. But if for any 
reason you’re not happy, you can be sure we’ll 
do something about it.

whaT Our QualiTy
CarE prOgrammE
mEaNS fOr yOu: 
your complaint will always be looked into
by a dedicated member of our Management
Team who’ll log, investigate and settle it
to your satisfaction.

you’ll always have someone to speak to
either on the phone or in a personal visit.

you can rely on us
having the product you want.

your order will always be despatched quickly,
efficiently, and on time.

you’ll be 100% satisfied with our service – 
just as you were, when we won your business
in the first place.
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 ‘ I like the fast deliveries and I always find 
your drivers and office staff very helpful.’
Flooring retailer, Altrincham, Cheshire

 ‘ Your staff are very helpful and you always 
respond quickly to any queries I have.’
Flooring retailer, North London

 ‘ You are good people to deal with – I like 
the friendly staff.’
Flooring retailer, Glasgow



flooring
We’ve been working with flooring 
for many years. So we’ve a 
pretty good idea what people 
are looking for. And with 
our Luvanto range they’ll find it, 
in a beautiful combination of

timeless natural looks with the 
advantages of hardwearing vinyl.
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luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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flooring designed for life...your life.
Stunningly realistic, beautifully practical, surprisingly affordable. 
Luvanto luxury vinyl flooring is all this and more – taking its 
inspiration from nature and bringing timeless style to your home. 
And it’s style that lasts. 

That’s because Luvanto is designed for durability, with a heavy  
duty 0.5mm wear layer able to take the knocks. Unlike natural 
materials, it’s easy to maintain. And with a surface so easy to keep 
clean it’s extremely hygienic. 

a touch of luxury.
In fact, Luvanto’s surface is one of its most attractive  
features. It not only has an impressively realistic 
texture of wood or stone, but it’s warm to the touch – 
so much nicer and more luxurious to walk on.

is it wood? Or luvanto?
It’s the realism that sets Luvanto apart. The colours 
and appearance are so accurate it gives you the 
distinctive beauty and style of natural materials… 
at a fraction of the cost.

right for every room.
Everyone’s tastes – and space – are different, of course. 
But from hallway to kitchen to bedroom to bathroom, 
whether you prefer rustic chic or smooth elegance, 
there’s a Luvanto floor that’s simply perfect for your life.

luvanto floats every boat.
Luvanto is so versatile that a range has been developed 
to be installed on ships. Whether it be a small ferry  
or a luxury ocean liner, flooring on ships has to meet 
extremely demanding standards of fire resistance  
and smoke emissions in the event of a fire. And the 
new Luvanto FR Marine version meets all the IMO 
regulations. It just proves that Luvanto can be adapted 
for varied and demanding applications. 

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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why should you choose luxury Vinyl flooring  
over other floor coverings?

hardwearing.
Luxury vinyl flooring resists scratches, stains 
and scuffs much better than other floor 
coverings. Our Luvanto range has a 0.5mm  
wear layer, which makes it suitable to  
withstand everyday wear and tear without  
losing its good looks.

Easy to maintain.
Luxury vinyl flooring requires minimal ongoing 
maintenance, unlike natural wood or stone 
flooring, which require regular and costly 
restoration. We supply a floor care kit for 
Luvanto flooring, which is all you need to keep 
the floor looking good for many years.

authentic look. 
Luxury vinyl flooring has a décor film which  
is a very realistic copy of actual wood or stone. 
Combined with surface embossing which 
replicates the grain finish of the wood or stone, 
it’s hard to tell it apart from the real thing…
except that it feels softer and warmer underfoot.  

Cost efficient.
Luxury vinyl flooring replicates the look and  
feel of natural wood or stone flooring, but costs 
much less than these floor coverings.

Slip resistant.
Luxury vinyl flooring is very slip resistant, 
especially if it has a textured surface.  
Luvanto flooring has a slip resistance value  
of R10 (DIN 51130) and meets the Low Slip 
Potential classification for the Pendulum Test 
(BS 7976-2: 2002).

water resistant.
Luxury vinyl flooring is naturally water resistant 
so will not be damaged by liquid spills on the 
floor. This makes it perfect for kitchens, 
bathrooms and also restaurant and bar areas.

hygienic.
Luxury vinyl flooring is easier to clean than  
other floor coverings, as it does not trap dirt  
and germs. This makes it safer for kitchen  
and dining areas.
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luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

here at Qa, we want to make selling 
luvanto a Simply Better experience. 

So we offer Point of Sale displays and presentation resources 
to help showcase our products and help your customers see 
the benefits of Luvanto for themselves.

The display Solution
The compact design of our display stands means that  
it will fit in almost any space without losing its impact. 
There’s room to store samples and brochures too!

designed for durability
The sturdy steel frame means it’ll stand up to wear and  
tear and it’s also easy to move around, giving you flexibility 
with your displays. 

Our sample folders make it easy to browse the full range  
of colours at a glance.



Step 1. 
Choose a colour for your walls.

Step 2. 
Choose a style of Luvanto flooring.

Step 3. 
Choose a floor laying angle.

3d room application.
Create your own room in 3 simple  
steps using the 3D interactive room  
design on our website  
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

You don’t need to try and imagine  
which Luvanto floor will look the best  
in your room space – you can see it  
for real! 

You can either use one of the preloaded 
room spaces on the website or, for  
a small fee, you can upload a picture  
of your actual room and see how Luvanto  
will make a real difference!

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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Special design  
flooring patterns.
If you want a floor that really makes  
a statement then Luvanto design  
flooring patterns are the answer.  
You can choose one of the striking  
design patterns shown on the next  
few pages and order this in any 
combination of colours from the  
Luvanto range, to make a really  
bespoke floor!

We make the flooring specifically  
to your requirements, so you need to 
allow a few days extra when ordering  
a design pattern. These patterns are  
all square edge, so please discuss  
with us if you want to include design 
strips in your flooring.

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

CREATE  
A STATEMENT  
FLOOR
FOR A STYLISH LOOK.



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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STANDARD HeRRINGBoNe

Plank size – 72mm x 216mm / Square Edge / Minimum order 5m2 per colour (10m2 if ordering a 2 colour combination) / 
RRP £59.99/m2 (£49.99/m2 ex. VAT)

HeRRINGBoNe HALF-PLANk

Plank size – 144mm x 422mm / Square Edge / Minimum order 5m2 per colour (10m2 if ordering a 2 colour combination) / 
RRP £69.99/m2 (£58.33/m2 ex. VAT)
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luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

HeRRINGBoNe PLeAT

Plank size – 72mm x 216mm / Square Edge / Minimum order 5m2 per colour (10m2 if ordering a 2 colour combination) / 
RRP £69.99/m2 (£58.33/m2 ex. VAT)

BASkeT WeAve

Plank size – 72mm x 288mm (sticks), 108mm x 108mm (squares) / Square Edge / Minimum order 5m2 per colour  
(10m2 if ordering a 2 colour combination) / RRP £69.99/m2 (£58.33/m2 ex. VAT)



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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HexAGoNS

Hexagon size – 130mm x 150mm / Square Edge / Minimum order 5m2 per colour (10m2 if ordering a  
2 colour combination) / RRP £69.99/m2 (£58.33/m2 ex. VAT)

keySToNe

Tile size – 305mm x 305mm (main tiles), 50mm x 50mm (keystones) / Square Edge / Minimum order 5m2  
(including a different colour for the keystones) / RRP £69.99/m2 (£58.33/m2 ex. VAT)



feature logo motifs.
Luvanto flooring can be cut into  
intricate shapes to create an eye-catching 
centrepiece feature in a room 

Feature logos are cut by waterjet from  
a CAD drawing. Any combination of 
Luvanto colours can be used, so there  
is really no limit to how much the floor  
can be customised.

Why not speak to us about an idea you 
have got? We will help you turn vision  
into reality!
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luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

Step 1 .
We put pen to paper and 
sketch out an idea.

Step 3. 
The flooring is cut to shape 
and assembled.

Step 2. 
We convert the sketch into 
a proper CAD drawing.

The final  
result. 

#11



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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Special feature borders.
Add the finishing touch to your Luvanto floor by using  
special tramlines and in-fill border planks around the 
perimeter of the room.  

You can choose any combination of colours to make 
the tramlines or border planks. We make these to your 
requirements, so you can finish off the floor your way!

Dimensions – 16mm x 912mm / Minimum order 10 lengths / 
RRP £4.99/length (£4.16/length ex. VAT) 

Tramline Borders
These are made up of 3 strips of colour in 3mm-10mm-3mm 

assembly. You can combine 2 colours together.

Dimensions – 152mm x 914mm / Minimum order 10 planks / 
RRP £14.99/plank (£12.49/plank ex. VAT)

Border planks
These are full size planks and each plank has 3 square in-fills. 

You can choose a contrasting colour for the in-fills.



SPACE AND LIGHT – 
THE PERFECT  
COMBINATION
FOR MODERN LIVING.

BLeACHeD LARCH / QAF-LvP-05

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Wood Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

BlEaChEd larCh

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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WHITe oAk / QAF-LvP-26

Plank size available – 184mm x 1219mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

whiTE OaK



WINTeR oAk / QAF-LvP-28

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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I JUST  
LOVE THE 
WARM,  
RUSTIC  
COLOURS –  
DON’T YOu?

wiNTEr OaK



All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com 23

wiNTEr OaK



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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WHITe WASHeD oAk / QAF-LvP-03

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Wood Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £28.99/m2 (£24.16/m2 ex. VAT)

FReNCH oAk / QAF-LvP-09

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

whiTE waShEd OaK

frENCh OaK



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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NATURAL oAk / QAF-LvP-01 / QAF-LvP-21 (LARGe)

Plank sizes available – 152mm x 914mm / Wood Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 184mm x 1219mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge /
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

IT WAS THE
COLOUR  
THAT DID IT –
SuCH A BEAuTIFuL,
WARM SHADE OF OAK.

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

NaTural OaK



CoUNTRy oAk / QAF-LvP-12 / QAF-LvP-23 (LARGe)

Plank sizes available – 152mm x 914mm and 184mm x 1219mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

‘Want to know the perfect way 
to de-stress? It’s really simple. 
Just turn off your laptop and turn 
on the tap. Don’t forget to light a few
candles around the room and add
a pinch of your favourite bath salts, 
then slip slowly into a deep, soothing,
gorgeous state of relaxation,
surrounded by nothing but lovely 
hot water. 
And there’s nothing nicer after an 
indulgent soak than stepping 
out onto warm, comfortable Luvanto 
under your feet. Sheer bliss!’

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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COuNTry OaK



All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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COuNTry OaK



DISTReSSeD oLIve WooD / QAF-LvP-08

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

‘It’s funny, wherever we
go in the world
there really is no place 
like home!’

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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diSTrESSEd OliVE wOOd



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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NATURAL SAWN / QAF-LvP-15

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

DUSkWooD / QAF-LvP-04

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Wood Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £28.99/m2 (£24.16/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

NaTural SawN

duSKwOOd



RUSTIC WASHeD / QAF-LvP-07

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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ruSTiC waShEd



SUN BLeACHeD SPRUCe / QAF-LvP-19

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Registered Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

IF YOU
WANT TO
KNOW
HOW
REALISTIC 
IT IS–
JuST GET DOWN
AND TOuCH IT!

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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SuN BlEaChEd SpruCE



BLACk WASH oAk / QAF-LvP-14

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

‘There we go...
ready for anything!’

DON’T YOU
JUST LOVE THAT
WEATHERED 
LOOK?
I do!

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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BlaCK waSh OaK



ANTIQUe oAk / QAF-LvP-06 / QAF-LvP-22 (LARGe)

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Wood Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 184mm x 1219mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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aNTiQuE OaK



oAk AUTUMN / QAF-LvP-17

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

MexICAN ReDWooD / QAF-LvP-20

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Registered Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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OaK auTumN

mEXiCaN rEdwOOd



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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WALNUT / QAF-LvP-16 / QAF-LvP-25 (LARGe)

Plank sizes available – 152mm x 914mm and 184mm x 1219mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge /  
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

I JUST FELL 
IN LOVE–
WITH THE RICH,
DARK TONES
STRAIGHT AWAY!

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

walNuT



eBoNy / QAF-LvP-13 / QAF-LvP-24 (LARGe)

Plank sizes available – 152mm x 914mm and 184mm x 1219mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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IT LOOKS 
NOTHING SHORT 
OF STUNNING–
AGAINST THE WHITE WALLS.

‘I remember that last barbecue 
we had. Everything was going really
well...the kids were playing football,
we were chatting away and Gary had
just started cooking when of course,
the heavens opened...and I mean
opened! It was so funny – we all got
soaked, in spite of running in
through the patio doors! 
Everyone was worried about the 
muddy footprints, but I told 
them not to – Luvanto’s made of
tougher stuff than that!’
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EBONy



BLACk ASH / QAF-LvP-27

Plank size available – 152mm x 914mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

SO MANY
PEOPLE HAVE
ASKED HOW
MUCH OUR
GORGEOUS
WOODEN 
FLOORING 
COST–
I NEVER LET ON THAT 
IT’S LuVANTO!

‘Just golden brown, with a
smear of butter and lashings of

strawberry jam – amazing?’

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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BlaCK aSh



All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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BlaCK aSh



WARM WHITe SToNe / QAF-LvT-15

Tile size available – 305mm x 610mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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IT’S SO
EASY TO 
CLEAN –
THERE’S JuST
NO FuSS!

warm whiTE STONE



BeIGe SToNe / QAF-LvT-01 / QAF-LvT-07 (ReCTANGLe TILe)

Tile sizes available – 305mm x 305mm and 305mm x 610mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

‘My favourite bit of the
day is wrapping myself 
in a warm towel after 
a hot soak. Bliss!’

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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BEigE STONE



WHITe PoRCeLAIN / QAF-LvT-06

Tile size available – 305mm x 305mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

‘It might only be small,
but it still means ‘winner’!’

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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whiTE pOrCElaiN



SANDSToNe / QAF-LvT-05 / QAF-LvT-11 (ReCTANGLe TILe)

Tile sizes available – 305mm x 305mm and 305mm x 610mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

‘Aaaah...bath time. It’s simply
the perfect way to de-stress!’

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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SaNdSTONE



HOW CAN
SOMETHING
THAT LOOKS
THIS GOOD–
BE SO PRACTICAL?

LIMeSToNe / QAF-LvT-03 / QAF-LvT-09 (LARGe SQUARe TILe)

Tile sizes available – 305mm x 305mm and 457mm x 457mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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limESTONE



All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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limESTONE



WARM GRey SToNe / QAF-LvT-12

Tile size available – 305mm x 610mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

COOL AND 
CONTEMPORARY
FINISHED OFF 
WITH A SPLASH
OF COLOuR!

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

warm grEy STONE



SILveR SLATe / QAF-LvT-13

Tile size available – 305mm x 610mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

STYLISH AND 
STUNNING – 
IT MAKES A  
STATEMENT
IN EVERY SETTING.
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SilVEr SlaTE



BLACk SLATe / QAF-LvT-02 / QAF-LvT-08 (LARGe SQUARe TILe)

Tile sizes available – 305mm x 305mm and 457mm x 457mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

IT’S SO 
EASY
TO MAKE  
YOUR 
FLOOR 
UNIQUE–
WITH THE DESIGN
STRIPS TOO.
SEE PAGE 54.

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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BlaCK SlaTE



PoLISHeD BLACk SLATe / QAF-LvT-04 / QAF-LvT-10 (ReCTANGLe TILe)

Tile sizes available – 305mm x 305mm and 305mm x 610mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / 
Suitable for underfloor heating / RRP £29.99/m2 (£24.99/m2 ex. VAT)

WHEN YOU
PUT IT NEXT
TO OUR
FURNITURE–
IT’S SIMPLY PERFECT!

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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pOliShEd BlaCK SlaTE



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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SparKlE BlaCK



SPARkLe / QAF-LvT-16 (BLACk) / QAF-LvT-17 (GRey) / QAF-LvT-18 (WHITe)

Tile size available – 305mm x 305mm / Sparkle Surface, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £32.99/m2 (£27.49/m2 ex. VAT)

GIVE YOUR 
FLOOR SOME
GLITTER
WITH OuR  
SPARKLE COLOuRS!
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SparKlE BlaCK

SparKlE whiTE

SparKlE grEy



LINeAR / QAF-LvT-19 (DARk BLUe) / QAF-LvT-20 (WHITe) / QAF-LvT-21 (BRoWN)

Tile size available – 457mm x 457mm / Matt Surface, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating / 
RRP £32.99/m2 (£27.49/m2 ex. VAT)

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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liNEar darK BluE

liNEar whiTE

IT’S PERFECT… 
SUBTLE SHADING 
WITH A STYLISH 
ABSTRACT FINISH.
I LOVE IT, DON’T YOu?

liNEar BrOwN



All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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design Strips.

Solid styles. Stone styles. wood styles.

Natural OakWhite Chalk

Neutral Granite Grey Brown Wood

Antique Oak

Walnut

Black Beige

Dust

Stone

Silver Granite Sparkle

Design strips available in 3mm or 5mm width and 914mm length. Supplied in boxes of 50 lengths. 
RRP £31.99 per box (£26.66 per box ex.VAT).

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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laying patterns.
Luvanto planks and tiles can be laid in lots of 
different patterns… here are a few to get  
you thinking. And you can combine different  
Luvanto colours together in a pattern for  
a striking effect. Use the flooring to create 
exactly the atmosphere you want in the room. 
It’s easy with Luvanto!

45° plank
Can be laid formal, staggered or random.

Shown with Bleached Larch planks.
#1

#2

Straight plank with feature Strip
Feature strip between every 2 planks.

Shown with Country Oak planks and Dust design strips.

A SIMPLE  
PATTERN 
CAN ADD 
SO MUCH 
MORE
CHARACTER  
TO YOUR 
HOME



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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#3

#4

#5

#6

Straight plank with alternate Colours

Shown with Ebony and Winter Oak planks.

45° plank with  
double plank perimeter

Shown with Natural Oak planks.

herringbone with full length planks

Shown with Walnut planks.

Straight plank with feature Strip  
and Single plank perimeter

Shown with Black Ash planks and Silver design strips.



luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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#7

#8

#9

#10

Square Tile Brick with feature Strip

Shown with Beige Stone tiles and Granite Grey  

design strips.

rectangular Tile herringbone  
with feature Strip

Shown with Black Slate tiles and Granite Sparkle  

design strips.

45° Square Tile Chequerboard

Shown with Sparkle Black and Sparkle White tiles.

rectangular Tile with feature Strip

Feature strip around every 2 tiles. Shown with  

Warm Grey Stone tiles and Silver design strips.



Before installation
 Check subfloor is clean, dry, and  
dust-free. 

 Repair any imperfections such as 
cracks or lumps.

 Keep room temperature constant for 
24 hours before fitting. Leave Luvanto 
flooring in the room for this period  
to acclimatise.

 Switch on underfloor heating for  
7-14 days before installation and then 
switch off at least 3 hours before  
laying Luvanto flooring.

 Check backs of vinyl planks/tiles are  
dust-free. If not, wipe off with damp 
cloth and allow to dry.

during installation
 Remove excess adhesive from finished 
floor surface immediately.

 Roll floor with 68kg floor roller  
after laying.

after installation
 Don’t switch underfloor heating on for  
at least 48 hours.

 Don’t put any furniture or heavy items  
on the floor for at least 24 hours.

 Avoid dragging heavy or sharp items 
across the floor, as this can scratch the 
surface.

 Clean and maintain your Luvanto floor  
with the Floor Care Kit to maintain the 
warranty.

Subfloor requirements  
in detail
 The subfloor must be free of contaminants 
(such as old adhesive, etc.).

 We recommend that the subfloor is 
screeded for a smooth and level surface  
to lay the Luvanto flooring onto. 
Alternatively, our Livello underlay can be 
installed to take out small imperfections  
in the subfloor (see page 59).

 Relative humidity of the subfloor must  
be below 70% - the lower the better.  
New screeds need enough time to dry 
before the Luvanto floor can be laid

 Luvanto flooring must not be laid directly 
onto chipboard or other substrates that 
are prone to moving and flexing.  
We recommend using our Livello underlay 
if you need to install Luvanto onto any 
subfloor which is prone to movement.

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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livello underlay
Livello is the complete installation 
system for Luvanto flooring. It is an 
acoustic underlay made from recycled 
rubber crumb. When installed under 
Luvanto flooring, the whole installation 
is covered by the Luvanto Warranty. 

faster to fit.
Livello can be laid over most existing 
hard floor coverings and will eliminate 
small imperfections in the subfloor,  
so screed is not usually required.  
It has a very strong self-adhesive top 
layer, which means wet adhesive is  
not required. So using Livello can reduce 
installation time by up to 50%.

underfoot cushioning.
Livello provides cushioning which 
reduces impact shock and makes the 
floor more comfortable to walk on.

high sound reduction.
Livello has a very high 23dB impact 
sound reduction rating, which helps  
to make the room quieter.

When the installation is complete, the 
floor can be walked on immediately –  
no waiting for screed or adhesive to dry – 
so the project can be completed quickly.

See Page 133 for more product details.

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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accessories & maintenance

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

pressure Sensitive adhesive
Use this adhesive in rooms where 
temperature and humidity won’t 
change a lot.
5L / QAF-LvA-P1
15L / QAF-LvA-P2

high Temperature adhesive
Use this adhesive in rooms where 
temperatures will change a lot,  
such as conservatories.
5L / QAF-LvA-H1

Notched Trowel
A1 NoTCH / QAA-ToI-A1
A2 NoTCH / QAA-ToI-A2

Vinyl Tile Cutter 24”
Gives precise cuts on rubber and  
vinyl tiles. Much quicker than 
using a knife and gives a perfectly 
straight and square edge every time. 
Replacement blades available.
QAA-ToI-vC

floor roller 68kg
QAA-ToI-HR

Small Steel roller
For working close to walls and 
in awkward areas which can’t be 
reached with a large roller.
QAA-ToI-SR

lightweight roller
Ideal for use when installing Luvanto 
flooring with Livello underlay.
QAA-ToI-LR

floor Care Kit
Includes: Mop head with 2 cleaning 
pads, 750ml of initial cleaning 
solution, 750ml of general polishing 
solution, 750ml of Clean & Strip 
solution for periodic maintenance.
QAF-LvA-FC
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Caring for your luvanto floor

Luvanto flooring must be maintained  
using the Floor Care Kit in order to maintain 
the warranty. The Floor Care Kit includes:

 Mop head with 2 cleaning pads

 750ml of initial cleaning solution

 750ml of general polishing solution

 750ml of Clean & Strip solution 

Instructions for usage included in the box.

No other cleaning solution may be used, 
apart from warm soapy water.  
Electric steam mops may not be used.

Other care tips:

 Avoid dragging heavy or sharp items 
across the floor, as this can scratch the 
surface.

 Use floor protection if moving castor 
wheel furniture over the floor, otherwise 
plank edges may get damaged.

 Avoid heavy point loads over floor  
joints, as this can cause damage to them 
over time.

 A vacuum cleaner with a suitable head  
for hard floors should be used regularly  
to remove dust and grit.

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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Characteristics Test Method Result

Level of use EN685 23, 32

Total thickness EN428 2.5mm

Wear layer EN429 0.5mm

Total weight EN430 4400g/m2

Dimensions (planks) EN427 152mm x 914mm
184mm x 1219mm

Dimensions (tiles) EN427 305mm x 305mm
305mm x 610mm
457mm x 457mm

Squareness and 
straightness

EN427 ≤0.12mm / ≤0.15mm

Surface treatment PU

Warranty 25 Years Domestic
7 Years Commercial

Flammability EN13501 - 1:2007 Bfl - S1

Smoke density DIN4102 Class B1

Abrasion resistance EN660 - 2 Wear Group P

Slip resistance DIN51130 R10

Pendulum test B57976 - 2:2002 Dry 62 (low) 
Wet 50 (Low)

Stain resistance EN423 Pass

Residual indentation EN433 ≤0.1mm

Castor chair resistance EN425 Pass

Colour fastness to light ISO 105 B02 ≥6

Curling EN434 ≤2mm

Shrinkage EN434 ≤0.25%

Flexibility EN435 20mm mandrel, 
no signs of cracking

Sound reduction DIN52210 4dB

Underfloor heating Suitable, max. 27°C

Produced to the following standards: ISO 9001; ISO 14001; CE.

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring

25 years 
domestic 
warranty

0.5mm 
wear 
layer

Commercial 
use

OK for 
underfloor 

heating

Slip 
resistant 

(r10)

7 years 
Commercial 

warranty

pendulum 
Test 36+ 

wet

heavy 
domestic 

use

flame 
resistant

100% 
waterproof

Technical data
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Specificication information

luvanto
luxury Vinyl flooring
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Luvanto Flooring should be specified in Section M50 of a Specification using clause M50/110.

Complete this clause as follows: 

Blue text: Insert as shown. 

Red text: Follow the instructions below.

110 VINYL TILING:

 Location:  [Insert as per guidance].

 Base:  [Insert as per guidance]. 

– Preparation:  [Insert as per guidance].

 Fabricated underlay:  [Insert as per guidance].

 Tiles:  [Homogeneous PVC to BS EN 649]. 

– Manufacturer:  [QA Flooring Solutions Ltd]. 

 Website/Contact information: [http://www.qaflooringsolutions.com/] 

 Product reference:  [Luvanto Flooring]. 

– BS EN ISO 10874 class:  [23, 32]. 

– Slip potential: Slip resistance value to DIN 51130: [R10]. 

– Recycled content:  [Not applicable].  

– Size:  [Insert size from QA website product page]. 

– Thickness:  [2.5mm]. 

– Colour/ pattern:  [Insert colour from QA website Product page].

 Adhesive (and primer if recommended by manufacturer):  [As clause 640].

 Accessories:  [Insert as per guidance].

 Finishing:  [Insert as per guidance].

 Other requirements:  [Insert as per guidance].
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Speed… Style… Simplicity… 
it has to be luvanto Click.
Life isn’t always perfect. But your Luvanto  
floor will be – whether your home’s a playground 
for small children or a sanctuary for you.  
That’s because this nature – inspired range of 
luxury vinyl flooring is designed for durability, 
easy to look after and beautifully affordable.

Its timeless style comes from the stunningly 
realistic textures and colours so accurate,  
it’s hard to tell the difference – except for 
that warm, luxurious feeling under your feet. 
So whether you prefer rustic chic or smooth 
elegance, you’ll find a Luvanto that’s simply 
perfect for your life.

fit it fast!
Luvanto Click has a sturdy joint locking system 
which makes it very fast and easy to fit.  
No glue, no mess – simply lock the planks 
together and enjoy your new floor!

You can check out our 
handy installation video 
on our website too! 

luvanto Click
luxury Vinyl flooring



WHITe oAk / QAF-LCP-01

Plank size available – 180mm x 1220mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)

BlEaChEd larCh

66

whiTE OaK

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

luvanto Click
luxury Vinyl flooring



All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

WASHeD GRey oAk / QAF-LCP-02

Plank size available – 180mm x 1220mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)
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waShEd grEy OaK

luvanto Click
luxury Vinyl flooring

SUBTLE SHADING 
WITH A  
RUSTIC FINISH…
IT JuST SAYS ‘HOME’.



vINTAGe GRey oAk / QAF-LCP-03

Plank size available – 180mm x 1220mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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ViNTagE grEy OaK

luvanto Click
luxury Vinyl flooring

VINTAGE 
ELEGANCE… 
PERFECTLY ON TREND!



eBoNy / QAF-LCP-04

Plank size available – 180mm x 1220mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com

EBONy
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CoUNTRy oAk / QAF-LCP-05

Plank size available – 180mm x 1220mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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COuNTry OaK

luvanto Click
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HARveST oAk / QAF-LCP-06

Plank size available – 180mm x 1220mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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harVEST OaK

luvanto Click
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BeIGe SToNe / QAF-LCT-01

Tile size available – 300mm x 600mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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BEigE STONE
luvanto Click
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BLACk SLATe / QAF-LCT-02

Tile size available – 300mm x 600mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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BlaCK SlaTE
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GRey SLATe / QAF-LCT-03

Tile size available – 300mm x 600mm / Deep Emboss, Bevelled Edge / Suitable for underfloor heating /
RRP £34.79/m2 (£28.99/m2 ex. VAT)

All colours can be viewed on our website 
www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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grEy SlaTE

luvanto Click
luxury Vinyl flooring

IT’S SO 
NATURAL,
YOU’D  
NEVER 
KNOW IT’S 
NOT REAL 
STONE!
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Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour RRP

QAA-FSP-WH 2.7m 10 White £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-01 2.7m 10 White Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-02 2.7m 10 Washed Grey Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-03 2.7m 10 Vintage Grey Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-04 2.7m 10 Ebony £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-05 2.7m 10 Country Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-06 2.7m 10 Harvest Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FST-01 2.7m 10 Beige Stone £17.99/length

QAA-FST-02 2.7m 10 Black Slate £17.99/length

luvanto Click
luxury Vinyl flooring

finishing Strips

A self-adhesive aluminium strip which 
conceals the expansion gap between 
the flooring and the skirting board for  
a neat, professional finish. 



SoundClick underlay

lightweight underlay for  
click vinyl flooring,  
with anti-slip top surface.

No slip-ups with the floor
SoundClick has an anti-slip top surface, which holds the 
flooring firmly in place. It makes it so much easier to fit, 
without the pieces sliding around. And when the floor is 
down, you can guarantee it won’t be going anywhere –  
even if it takes the full force of family use! 

Quietly does it… 
The dense, closed cell polyolefin foam of SoundClick  
gives it 18dB sound reduction – so it deadens any loud  
noise and makes the whole room quieter.

That warm feeling
SoundClick has an ultra low tog value of just 0.27, which 
means your underfloor heating system works much more 
efficiently, keeping your floor lovely and warm!

The crosslinked, closed cell structure of the foam resists 
compression, making sure your floor’s supported for life, 
however heavy the load is.

SoundClick is very lightweight, making it easy and safe  
to lift and handle. It’s also a dream to cut, so takes time  
and effort out of installation.

See Page 127 for more product details.
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Characteristics Test Method Result

Level of use EN685 23, 32

Total thickness EN428 4mm

Wear layer EN429 0.5mm

Total weight EN430 8420g/m2

Dimensions (planks) EN427 180mm x 1220mm

Dimensions (tiles) EN427 300mm x 600mm

Squareness and 
straightness

EN427 ≤0.07mm / ≤0.10mm

Surface treatment PU

Warranty 20 Years Domestic
10 Years Commercial

Flammability EN13501-1:2007+ 
A1:2009

Bfl - S1 

Abrasion resistance EN660 - 2 Wear Group P

Slip resistance DIN51130 R10

Pendulum test B57976-2:2002 Dry 62 (low) 
Wet 50 (Low)

Stain resistance EN423 Pass

Residual indentation EN433 0.02mm

Castor chair resistance EN425 Pass

Colour fastness to light ISO 105 B02 ≥6

Peel resistance 
 

EN431 
 

Upper layer  
70N/50mm,  
X and Y directions

Shear force EN432 X direction: 7574N 
Y direction: 6777N

Curling EN434 0.08mm

Shrinkage EN434 ≤0.25%

Flexibility EN435 Pass

Sound reduction DIN52210 4dB

Underfloor heating Suitable, max. 27°C

luvanto Click
luxury Vinyl flooring

20 years 
domestic 
warranty

heavy duty 
0.5mm 

wear layer

Commercial 
use

Slip 
resistant 

(r10)

10 years 
Commercial 

warranty

heavy 
domestic 

use

100%
water 

resistant

pendulum 
Test 36+ 

wet

Technical data
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underlay
At the heart of any complete 
flooring solution is the underlay. 
We should know – we sell 
millions of square metres every 
year! Here you’ll find all you 
need to know about our underlay 
options for carpet, wood or 
laminate and other flooring types.

78
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underlay

iT’S EaSy TO ThiNK 
all uNdErlay’S 
ThE SamE. afTEr all, 
iT SpENdS mOST 
Of iTS lifE hiddEN 
away.

Simply 
BETTEr 
iN SO
maNy 
wayS.

80

But you’d be surprised how much difference choosing 
the right underlay can make to any room. 

Mainly it’s about comfort…making flooring softer 
under your feet, helping underfloor heating keep you 
warmer or stopping the noise from your teenager’s 
bedroom disturbing your peace. underlay can do  
all that...but it can also be about keeping flooring 
looking good for longer as with our super hardwearing 
options. In fact, we offer complete flexibility with 
over 50 products: from busy hallways to rarely-used 
bedrooms, from keeping the floor in shape to  
levelling uneven subfloors, offering value for money  
to the ultimate luxury. So whatever you need, we have  
the perfect solution.



hOw dO yOu  
ChOOSE ThE righT  
ONE frOm all  
ThESE OpTiONS? 
We’ve made that simply  
better, too. our Traffilay  
system – explained on the  
following pages – will help  
to make sure you have  
the most suitable product  
every time. And that your –  
or your customer’s – home  
gets the underlay it deserves.

underlay

See Traffilay in action on www.qaflooringsolutions.com
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Simply Better

Traffilay 
A simply better way to find 
your perfect underlay.

Every room’s different. 
Not just in size and shape, but in
how it’s used, how it’s lived in. 
Matching the right underlay to the 
right room– whether it’s to take
a pounding in a busy hallway,
or reduce a teenager’s music to a 
whisper – is crucial. Because it
not only saves you a lot of money
by helping your carpets and
wood flooring look great for longer,
it improves the quality of your
home life too. 

At QA we understand just how
much difference underlay makes.
So to help choose the right one, 
we came up with a simply better 
solution: Traffilay.

Based around each room’s 
‘traffic’, this ground-breaking 
system is really easy to use.

Light

Medium

heavy
82



How Traffilay works
Having decided on your floor covering (wood, carpet and so on), 
think about the way your room’s used – for example, bedrooms are 
typically light traffic, a living room medium and hall or 
kitchen heavy.

Then choose the benefits you want most – like cushioning, 
durability or insulation.

Finally, from your shortlist of suitable underlays, decide which is 
closest to what you need. We’ve rated all our products for relative 
performance so you can rank them as good, better and best. 

Using the online version
On our website www.qaflooringsolutions.com, simply click 
through each stage and we’ll work out the three most suitable 
options (good, better and best) for you to choose from, 
based on your priorities and budget.

In the brochure
Our products are arranged by type of floor 
covering, so simply look for that and the 
traffic level in the top corner of every page. 
The main benefits will be highlighted in 
the nine-square panel.

use these to draw up your initial shortlist,  
and our performance rating (next to the 
traffic level in the top corner) to make your 
final decision.

Whichever way you use it, 
Traffilay will help you to 
find the best underlay for 
the job.

STEp 1 
Choose the traffic level.
LIGHT – e.g. Bedrooms
MEDIUM – e.g. Living Rooms 
Heavy – e.g. Halls, Stairs, Landings 

Choose flooring type.

STEp 2
Choose the benefits  
you want. 

STEp 3
Choose the most 
suitable product from  
the good, better or  
best recommendation.

The main 
benefits are 
highlighted 
here.

Look for the 
type of covering, 
traffic level and 
ranking in the  
top corner.
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Wood
Underlays
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UniBase Bronze 1

UniBase Silver 2

UniBase Gold 3

Barrier 4

Barrier Plus 5

Barrier MultiFold 4

FineFloor FibreBoard 5

FineFloor FibreFlex 6

FineFloor TechniBoard 5

ProTech 6

QuickTherm 6

QuickTherm Vapour 6

WorkPro Life 7

WorkPro Slot 7

WorkPro Tack 8

WorkPro Tack Plus 9

TimberTech2 Bronze 8

TimberTech2 Silver 9

TimberTech2 Silver Plus 10

TimberTech2 Gold 11

TimberTech2 Acoustic Plus 12

key:

  
Denotes  
main  
benefits

  
Denotes  
secondary  
benefits

Light  
Traffic

Medium 
Traffic

Heavy
Traffic

Traffilay Group
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Wood
uniBase Bronze
underlay

Ranking
1

100% recyclable 
PE foam wood 
underlay offering 
terrific value.

 Longer-lasting flooring
 UniBase Bronze gives your floor 

covering the perfect level of  
support to protect it from excess 
wear and even high impact 
damage – all of which helps your 
floor look good for longer!

 Lightening the load 
 The ultra lightweight polyethylene 

foam material makes UniBase  
Bronze so easy to lift and 
manoeuvre… you won’t believe just 
how much time and effort that can 
save you on every installation.

 Faster fitting
 There’s no wasting time with  

UniBase Bronze – it’s not only 
lightweight to lift and move around, 
but really easy to cut and install  
so you can get on with the job.

 100% recyclable closed cell 
polyethylene foam means that  
when you use UniBase Bronze,  
you’re being kinder to the  
environment in the long run.

 UniBase Bronze gives you less  
clearing up to do afterwards,  
as it’s dust free and so cleaner  
and easier to install.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.
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available in
Code QAU-UBB-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £0.99/m2

Code QAU-UBB-02

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £0.99/m2

Code QAU-UBB-03

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £1.35/m2

Code QAU-UBB-04

Size 1m x 25m (25m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £0.99/m2

Code QAU-UBB-05

Size 1m x 120m (120m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £0.99/m2



Wood

Wood

uniBase gold
underlay

uniBase Silver
underlay

Ranking
3

Ranking
2

Being 100% recyclable, this 
underlay’s kinder to the environment 
in the long run.

It’s cleaner and easier to install too,  
with no dust meaning less clearing  
up afterwards.

 Lifelong supporter
 The closed cell polyethylene foam 

fully supports your floor, helping 
to protect it and keeping it in good 
shape for a longer life. 

 Lightening the load 
 The lightweight material’s not only  

a breeze to lift and move around, 
but also quick and easy to cut and 
install – saving time and effort 
during installation. 

 Protects against damp
 Its metallised gold vapour barrier 

plus overlap and self adhesive  
strip means UniBase Gold protects 
your floor against moisture from  
the subfloor.

The closed cell polyethylene foam  
is 100% recyclable, and so kinder  
to the environment in the long run.

Being dust free it’s cleaner and 
easier to install, with less clearing  
up needed afterwards.

 Flooring lasts longer
 With the perfect level of support, 

UniBase Silver protects your floor  
from excess wear and high impact 
damage – for a great looking floor  
for years to come!

 easy to fit 
 The lightweight material makes  

it a breeze to lift, move around  
and cut…all of which saves time  
and effort during installation.

 Protects against damp
 Don’t worry about moisture  

rising up from the sub-floor –  
the metallised silver vapour  
barrier protects your floor  
covering and keeps your room  
dry as a bone.

Recyclable PE 
foam underlay 
with moisture 
protection and 
joint sealing.

great value 
100% recyclable 
PE foam wood 
underlay with 
moisture 
protection.
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available in
Code QAU-UBS-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £1.90/m2

Code QAU-UBS-02

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £1.90/m2

Code QAU-UBS-03

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 2.5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £1.99/m2

available in
Code QAU-UBG-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.50/m2

Code QAU-UBG-02

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.50/m2



Wood

Wood

Barrier plus
underlay

Barrier
underlay

Ranking
5

Ranking
4

With its built-in moisture barrier,
this underlay has excellent resistance
to fungi, mould and bacteria.

Being dust-free, Barrier’s cleaner 
and easier to install, with less 
clearing up needed afterwards.

With 100% recyclable polyethylene 
foam, this eco-friendly underlay 
looks after the environment in more 
ways than one.

See page 156 for Barrier Jointing 
Tape which will provide extra joint 
seal protection.

The advanced moisture barrier gives 
this underlay even better resistance 
to fungi, mould and bacteria.

Dust-free installation means 
Barrier Plus is cleaner and easier 
to work with… and there’s less 
clearing up afterwards.

The 100% recyclable polyethylene 
foam makes this underlay 
very eco-friendly and kinder to 
the environment. 

Lightweight 
PE foam wood 
underlay with 
extra moisture 
protection.

Lightweight 
PE foam 
wood underlay 
with vapour 
barrier.

 Dry as a bone
 Barrier Plus has a vapour barrier 

on both sides and a double overlap, 
so you’re even better protected 
against rising moisture to keep your 
fl oor bone dry. 

 Impact protection
 Barrier Plus not only feels good 

under your feet, but protects your 
fl oor against excess wear and even 
high impact damage.

 Lightening the load
 The lightweight material makes it 

a breeze to lift and move around…
saving time and effort during 
installation.

 Protects against damp
 With a clear printed vapour barrier 

on one side, Barrier effectively 
and economically stops moisture 
rising from the subfl oor to keep 
your fl oor dry. 

 Support against 
impact shock

 Barrier gives your fl oor covering 
the perfect level of support, 
guarding against excess wear 
and even high impact damage. 
It feels good under your feet, too!

 Light fantastic
 While it’s no lightweight in 

performance, Barrier’s certainly 
easier and safer to lift and 
handle compared with many 
underlays – thanks to its ultra-
lightweight PE foam. 
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available in
Code QAU-BAR-02

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.99/m2

available in
Code QAU-BAR-01

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.50/m2

Double 
lamination 
water barrier 
overlapping 
at end of 
each roll.



Barrier multifold
underlay
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WoodRanking
4

available in
Code QAU-BAR-03

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.50/m2

 Folded for faster fitting
 Barrier MultiFold gives you all the 

benefits of a moisture - resistant 
foam underlay, but in a neat, 
multifold format that gives you 
the ultimate flexibility and makes 
installation so much quicker 
and easier.

 keeps moisture out
 Don’t worry about moisture rising 

up from the sub-floor – the clear 
vapour barrier on one side will 
protect your floor covering and 
keep your room dry as a bone.

 Light and easy does it
 The unique Barrier MultiFold’s 

not only quick to install, but the 
polyethylene foam material is also 
light and easy to carry – saving 
you even more time during fitting!

 Barrier MultiFold’s smart box not only 
gives it more impact and persuades 
customers to buy, but also makes the 
underlay easier to handle and store. 

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.

PE foam 
underlay 
with vapour 
protection, 
designed for 
easy fitting.
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ON THE 
LEVEL

QA’s FineFloor range,
for a smoother result.
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WoodRanking
5

Insulating panels 
of natural wood 
fibre, designed 
to eliminate 
uneven floors.

 on the level
 As well as insulation, FibreBoard 

provides a level subfloor for the 
final floor covering, offering stable 
support and helping your floor 
last longer by smoothing out the 
most uneven areas.

 keep out the cold
 The exceptional thermal insulation  

of FibreBoard is perfect for use on 
very cold subfloors such as cellars,  
to make your room feel so much 
cosier and comfortable.

 easy to fit 
 Made from traditional natural wood 

fibre, you’ll find FibreBoard really 
easy to line up, cut and fit – saving 
you a great deal of time and effort 
wherever you’re installing it.

 The wood material in FibreBoard 
is extremely eco-friendly, being 
completely natural and 100% recyclable 
– so it’s better for the planet.

 The wood fibre also has high impact 
sound reduction – so it deadens  
any loud noise and makes the whole 
room quieter.

 FibreBoard stays cool under pressure 
too – it resists compression, so provides 
solid and stable support even under 
the heaviest weight.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.

Cushioning
moisture 

protection

level
floors

available in
Code QAU-FFF-01

Panel size 590mm x 850mm

Pack size 25 panels (12.53m2)/pack

Pallet size 20 packs (250m2)/pallet

Thickness 4mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £1.90/m2

Code QAU-FFF-02

Panel size 590mm x 850mm

Pack size 20 panels (10.03m2)/pack

Pallet size 20 packs (200.6m2)/pallet

Thickness 5.5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £1.99/m2

Code QAU-FFF-03

Panel size 590mm x 850mm

Pack size 14 panels (7.02m2)/pack

Pallet size 28 packs (196.56m2)/pallet

Thickness 5.5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £1.99/m2

Code QAU-FFF-04

Panel size 590mm x 856mm

Pack size 19 panels (9.6m2)/pack

Pallet size 18 packs (172.8m2)/pallet

Thickness 7mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.60/m2

finefloor fibreBoard
underlay
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Flexible natural 
wood fibre, 
designed to 
eliminate 
uneven 
subfloors  
and make  
fitting easier.

 on the level
 FibreFlex helps to smooth out the 

most uneven areas of the subfloor  
to create a level base for the final 
floor covering, so offers support  
and protects your floor against 
excess wear and impact damage.

 Faster to fit 
 Made from flexible wood fibre, 

FibreFlex is really easy to roll out,  
cut and fit – saving you a lot of 
time and effort when installing 
it.  And it won’t break when you’re 
transporting it (unlike rigid wood 
fibre panels which can easily snap).

 Quiet please…
 FibreFlex has excellent sound 

reduction of 20dB, absorbing  
impact sound and in-room noise,  
to really cut down the noise levels  
in the room.

 FibreFlex is very eco-friendly, as the 
wood fibre material is responsibly 
sourced and 100% recyclable.

 The durable fibre structure makes 
FibreFlex very hardwearing, so it  
keeps your floor looking good for  
much longer.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.

Cushioning

underfloor 
heating

finefloor fibreflex
underlay
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available in
Code QAU-FFL-01

Size 1.1m x 10m (11m2)

Thickness 5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.27/m2



Lightweight 
XPS panels 
to eliminate 
uneven 
subfloors 
and improve 
insulation. 

 on the level
 As well as insulation, TechniBoard  

is designed to provide a level 
subfloor for the floor covering, 
smoothing out the most uneven  
areas to offer stable support  
and help your floor last longer. 

 keep out the cold
 With exceptional thermal insulation – 

2.15 TOG – TechniBoard is perfect  
for use on ultra cold subfloors.  
So in a basement for example,  
it’ll make your room feel so much 
cosier and usable.

 easy to fit 
 Made from modern polystyrene 

material, TechniBoard is really 
easy to line up, cut and fit – saving 
you a great deal of time and effort 
wherever you’re installing it.

 TechniBoard’s ultra lightweight 
polystyrene makes it really easy to  
lift and move around, helping you  
get the job done quickly.

 The polystyrene also has high impact 
sound reduction – so it deadens  
any loud noise and makes the whole 
room quieter.

 Being dust and fibre free means  
TechniBoard is cleaner to install,  
and helps prevent allergy problems.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.

finefloor TechniBoard
underlay
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level
floors

Sound 
reduction

Cushioning

underfloor 
heating

moisture 
protection

available in
Code QAU-FFT-01

Panel size 1200mm x 500mm

Pack size 10 panels (6m2)/pack

Box size 9 packs (54m2)/box

Pallet size 90 packs (10 boxes)  
(540m2)/pallet

Thickness 5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £1.99/m2
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ProTech from QA,
designed to resist damp.

MOISTuRE 
MINIMISED
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Wood
proTech
underlay

Ranking
6

Dense PE 
foam featuring 
ultimate damp 
protection.

 Ultimate protection  
against moisture

 Don’t worry about moisture rising 
up from the sub-floor – ProTech is 
laminated with a full 1000 gauge 
damp-proof membrane, plus a joint 
sealing system to keep your room  
dry as a bone.

 Shhh! Underlay at work
 ProTech also offers good impact 

sound insulation…so as well as not 
having to worry about damp, you’ll 
notice it makes a real difference to 
noise levels.

 Lightening the load
 The lightweight polyethylene 

material means ProTech’s not only  
a breeze to lift and move around, 
but also quick and easy to cut and 
install – saving time and effort 
during installation.

 Thanks to good thermal insulation 
this is an underlay that not only keeps 
your room moisture-free, but also 
helps it feel warmer. 

 Being dust free means it’s cleaner 
and easier to install, with less clearing 
up needed afterwards.

 The closed cell polyethylene foam 
that ProTech is made from is 
100% recyclable, and so kinder to the 
environment in the long run.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.

Sound 
reduction

95

available in
Code QAU-PRT-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £3.50/m2
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QA QuickTherm makes the
most of underfloor heating.

THE HEAT IS
ON
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QuickTherm Vapour
underlay

QuickTherm
underlay

Ranking
6

Ranking
6

Dust-free installation means 
QuickTherm Vapour’s clean and  
easy to work with…and there’s 
less clearing up afterwards.

100% recyclable PE foam makes  
this underlay particularly 
eco-friendly and kinder to the 
environment. 

PE foam 
underlay for 
underfloor 
heating,  
with added 
moisture 
protection.

Being dust free means QuickTherm  
is cleaner and easier to install, with  
less clearing up needed afterwards.

The PE foam is very eco-friendly,  
being 100% recyclable – so in 
the long run it’s better for the planet  
as well as your home!

Perforated  
PE foam  
underlay  
specially  
designed for 
underfloor 
heating.
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 The heat is on
 QuickTherm Vapour features our 

unique perforated design and 
ultra low tog value of just 0.303, 
so it helps your underfloor heating 
system work at its best to keep  
you lovely and warm!

 Dry as a bone
 It also has a built-in vapour barrier  

with overlap to stop moisture rising 
up from the sub-floor – protecting 
your floor covering and keeping 
your room damp-free.

 Lightweight champion
 The lightweight closed cell 

polyethylene material makes  
it a breeze to lift and move  
around… saving time and effort 
during installation.

 The underfloor heating 
underlay

 QuickTherm’s unique perforated 
design and ultra low tog value 
of just 0.35 means your underfloor 
heating system works more  
efficiently to keep you toasty!

 Lifelong supporter
 The very dense closed cell 

polyethylene material can take  
heavy loads long-term, fully 
supporting your floor to protect  
it and keep it in good shape for  
a longer life.

 Light fantastic
 It may be no lightweight in 

performance, but QuickTherm’s 
certainly easy and safe to lift  
and handle thanks to its ultra-
lightweight foam. 
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available in
Code QAU-QTH-02

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £5.99/m2

available in
Code QAU-QTH-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 1.8mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £4.99/m2



Wood

Wood

workpro Slot
underlay

workpro life
underlay

Ranking
7

Ranking
7

The foam material is really light 
and easy to carry, making installation 
so much easier.

Thanks to good thermal insulation  
this is an underlay that helps your  
room feel warmer. 

There’s less cleaning up after  
installation too, as WorkPro Life is  
a dust-free underlay.

The foam material’s light and easy  
to move around, helping to save time  
on installation.

Closed cell 
polyolefin 
foam underlay 
designed for 
maximum 
bonding.

hardwearing 
physically 
crosslinked, 
closed cell 
polyolefin  
foam underlay.

 Bond…max bond
 The unique pre-cut perpendicular 

slots let you put beads of high 
strength elastic adhesive directly 
onto the subfloor, for the perfect 
bond with the floor covering.

 keep in shape
 WorkPro Slot recovers quickly  

from compression – in other  
words, it always makes sure  
your floor’s fully supported  
under even the heaviest load.

 That warm feeling
 By allowing a bond between  

the floor and subfloor, WorkPro  
Slot is ideal for laying over 
underfloor heating systems  
built into the subfloor.

 Stays in shape 
 The compression-resisting foam 

of WorkPro Life always makes 
sure your floor’s fully supported, 
however heavy the load.

 Shhh! Underlay at work
 WorkPro Life’s dense material  

gives it brilliant impact sound 
insulation…so you’ll notice a real 
difference in noise levels.

 Longer-lasting performance
 The structure of the crosslinked, 

closed cell polyolefin foam is 
designed for durability – so WorkPro 
Life just goes on and on and on… 

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings
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available in
Code QAU-WPS-01

Size 1m x 16.5m (16.5m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £4.25/m2

Code QAU-WPS-02

Size 1m x 100m (100m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £4.25/m2

available in
Code QAU-WPL-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.99/m2

Code QAU-WPL-02

Size 1m x 100m (100m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.99/m2
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WoodRanking
8

Hardwearing 
cross-linked 
polyolefin foam 
with adhesive 
coating for 
faster fitting.

Compression 
recovery

Cushioning

Heavy
Traffic

 Fit it fast!
 Covered by a peelable protective 

film, the strong adhesive on one 
side of WorkPro Tack means fitting’s 
much easier than traditional nailing 
and gluing – so it’s installed in 
double-quick time!

 Stays in shape longer
 With all the compression-resisting 

benefits of physically crosslinked 
polyolefin foam, WorkPro Tack is not 
only extremely durable but always 
makes sure your floor’s fully 
supported, however heavy the load.

 Quiet please…
 WorkPro Tack also has excellent 

sound reduction of 20dB – you’d be  
amazed what a difference that can 
make with wooden and laminate 
floors, keeping noise levels more 
comfortable in any room.

 WorkPro Tack is not only quick to 
install, it’s light and easy to manouevre 
– saving you even more time!

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.

workpro Tack
underlay

99

Sound 
reduction

moisture 
protection

available in
Code QAU-WPT-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £4.75/m2



Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Wood
workpro Tack plus
underlay

Ranking
9

fast fitting 
and moisture 
protection in 
one crosslinked 
polyolefin  
foam underlay.

Heavy
Traffic

 express fit!
 The strong adhesive on one side  

of WorkPro Tack Plus makes fitting  
so much easier than traditional 
nailing and gluing – not to mention 
more economical.

 Moisture mastered!
 With a strong 500 gauge vapour 

barrier and joint sealing system  
to stop damp rising from the 
subfloor, there’s no need  
for a separate membrane –  
and no damp in your room!

 In good shape…always
 The physically crosslinked polyolefin 

foam has a structure that resists 
compression – so however heavy  
a load is on it, it always springs  
back into shape to keep your floor 
looking good.

 The lightweight foam material’s 
also light and easy to carry – saving 
even more time during fitting!

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.

100

available in
Code QAU-WPT-02

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £6.50/m2

moisture 
protection

Sound 
reduction
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Heavy
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Wood

Wood

TimberTech2 Silver
underlay

TimberTech2 Bronze
underlay

Ranking
9

Ranking
8

With exceptional resistance to 
compression, TimberTech2 Silver 
provides solid and stable support 
even under the heaviest weight.

The high tensile strength of 
TimberTech2 Silver gives it superior 
performance in any installation. 

Being dust free means it’s cleaner 
and easier to install, with less 
clearing up afterwards.

High density 
natural rubber, 
with fleece 
backing and 
vapour barrier.

High density 
fleece-backed 
natural rubber, 
ideal for 
reducing noise.

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

 Underfloor heating underlay
 TimberTech2 Silver’s low tog value 

makes it ideal if you have underfloor 
heating, letting it heat your room 
more efficiently and keep you warm 
as toast!

 Shhh! Underlay at work
 TimberTech2 Silver is excellent  

at absorbing both impact and  
in-room noise, to really cut down 
noise levels in any room.

 Protects against damp
 Don’t worry about moisture  

rising up from the sub-floor –  
the silver vapour barrier film 
protects your floor covering  
and keeps your floor dry.

 keeps flooring in its place
 The high density, fleece-backed 

natural rubber is extremely  
stable and prevents movement  
in your flooring, greatly reducing 
wear and tear!

 Quiet please…
 TimberTech2 Bronze has excellent 

sound reduction, absorbing both 
impact and in-room noise to make  
a big difference to how comfortable 
a room feels.

 Lifelong supporter
 The dense material fully supports 

your floor, helping to protect it  
and keep it in good shape for a 
longer life. 

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings
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available in
Code QAU-TTS-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £3.50/m2

available in
Code QAU-TTB-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 2mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.99/m2
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reduction



Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Wood
TimberTech2 Silver plus
underlay

Ranking
10

Top quality 
acoustic 
underlay with 
3mm thick 
natural rubber.

Heavy
Traffic

 Shhh! Underlay at work
 This is an underlay with real  

acoustic performance thanks to  
its thick materials, cutting down 
noise levels to make any room  
more comfortable.

 Dry as a bone
 Don’t worry about moisture rising  

up from the sub-floor – the silver 
vapour barrier film protects your 
floor covering against damp.

 The heat is on
 With a tog value of just 0.37, this  

is an ideal choice for use with 
underfloor heating systems, helping 
it to heat your room more easily  
and keep you warm as toast!

 The high density, fleece-backed  
natural rubber is extremely stable  
and prevents movement in your 
flooring, reducing wear and tear.

 With exceptional resistance to 
compression, you have the  
advantage of solid and stable  
support even under the heaviest 
weight.

 Being dust free means it’s cleaner  
and easier to install, with less  
clearing up afterwards.

 See page 155 for vapour Tape  
which will provide extra joint  
seal protection against moisture.
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available in
Code QAU-TTS-02

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £3.99/m2

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

underfloor 
heating

Compression 
recovery

Cushioning
Sound 

reduction
moisture 

protection



Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

WoodRanking
11

Premium ultra 
thick natural 
rubber underlay 
with vapour 
barrier.

Heavy
Traffic

 Stability you can rely on
 TimberTech2 Gold’s heavy mass 

stability is exceptional, preventing 
movement in your flooring to keep  
it looking good longer.

 Quiet please…
 With its ultra-thick laminated 

materials TimberTech Gold has 
outstanding acoustic performance to 
make any room more comfortable.

 Protects against damp
 Gold vapour barrier gives superior 

protection against moisture rising 
up from the sub-floor – so your room 
stays dry.

 TimberTech2 Gold stays extra cool 
under pressure, with added resistance 
to compression for solid and stable 
support even under the heaviest 
weight.

 Being dust free it’s cleaner and easier to 
install, with less clearing up afterwards.

 TimberTech2 Gold’s high tensile 
strength gives it superior performance 
in any installation. 

TimberTech2 gold
underlay
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available in
Code QAU-TTG-01

Size 1m x 10m (10m2)

Thickness 3.3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £4.50/m2

moisture 
protection

Sound 
reduction

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning

Compression 
recovery



iconic image

Turn down the volume 
with TimberTech2  
Acoustic Plus from QA.

QuIET
PLEASE
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hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

underfloor 
heating

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Wood

Compression 
recovery

Cushioning

Ranking
12

Heavyweight 
natural rubber 
underlay with 
outstanding 
noise reduction.

Heavy
Traffic

 The sound of silence…
 TimberTech2 Acoustic Plus has  

an exceptional impact sound 
insulation level of 27dB – really 
bringing down noise levels in  
the room and making it a better  
place to be.

 Protects against moisture
 The gold vapour barrier stops  

your floor covering being  
damaged by moisture rising up  
from the sub-floor.

 Heavyweight champ
 The heavy mass stability of 

TimberTech2 Acoustic Plus  
means your floor’s always  
fully supported, reducing the  
wear and tear to it, whatever  
a pounding it takes

 The high tensile strength of 
TimberTech2 Acoustic Plus makes  
it suitable for any installation – 
including commercial use.

 The extra thickness helps smooth  
out uneven subfloor areas, making  
the flooring last longer.

 Being dust free, it’s cleaner and  
easier to install, with less clearing  
up needed afterwards.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for 
more information on any product.

level
floors

Sound 
reduction

moisture 
protection

TimberTech2 acoustic plus
underlay
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available in
Code QAU-TTA-02

Size 1m x 8m (8m2)

Thickness 5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £5.99/m2



Carpet
Underlays
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Simply Better
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Traffilay Group

key:

  
Denotes  
main  
benefits

  
Denotes  
secondary  
benefits

Light  
Traffic

Medium 
Traffic

Heavy
Traffic
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EconoLay 1

FloorSure Bronze 2

FloorSure Silver 3

FloorSure Gold 4

HighLine Silver 5

HighLine Gold 6

SpringBack Silver 5

SpringBack Gold 6

EverSpring Thermal 7

LuxiFeel Endure 8

CombiFelt Acoustic 9

HeatWave 11

UltraBounce Silver 9

UltraBounce Gold 10

SkyWalk Bronze 10

SkyWalk Silver 11

SkyWalk Gold 12

WorkForce Flame 13

WorkForce Rapid 14

 * This is how we have rated our products on overall performance  
for quick comparison.



Carpet

CarpetRanking
2

Ranking
1

floorSure Bronze
underlay

Econolay
underlay

Pu foam 
featuring 
excellent 
resilience. 

FloorSure Bronze also offers very 
good thermal insulation, to help  
your whole room feel warmer and 
more comfortable. 

It’s not only light and easy to 
manoeuvre, but also quick and easy 
to cut and install – saving time on 
installation.

With 100% recyclable polyurethane 
foam, this eco-friendly underlay 
improves the environment in more  
ways than one.

A versatile  
PE foam 
underlay that 
keeps carpets 
looking good.

Being dust free means EconoLay is 
cleaner and easier to install, with less 
cleaning up needed afterwards.

Light
Traffic

Light
Traffic

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning
moisture 

protection
Sound 

reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning
moisture 

protection
Sound 

reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

 Feels good to feet
 The polyurethane foam used in our 

FloorSure range may be light in 
weight, but your feet would never 
know – they’ll simply enjoy the 
warm, soft comfort this fantastic 
underlay offers!

 Brilliant bounce back
 Under pressure, this is an underlay 

that really performs – retaining its 
ability to spring back much better 
than a typical sponge rubber 
product, to help your carpet keep 
that ‘just-fitted’ look.

 Light fantastic
 It may be no lightweight in 

performance, but FloorSure Bronze’s 
certainly much easier and safer to lift 
and handle compared with sponge 
rubber and felt underlays – thanks to 
its lightweight PU foam. 

 Carpet lasts longer
 By giving your floor covering the 

perfect level of support, EconoLay 
protects it from excess wear and 
even impact damage – so it’ll still be 
looking great for years to come!

 Lightening the load
 The lightweight material means 

EconoLay’s not only a breeze to  
lift and move around, but also  
quick and easy to cut and install  
– all of which saves time and effort 
during installation.

 A greener future
 As it’s 100% recyclable, the closed 

cell polyethylene foam in EconoLay 
is kinder to the environment  
in the long run…giving us all a 
brighter future as well as a more 
comfortable home.
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available in
Code QAU-FSB-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 7mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £4.99/m2

available in
Code QAU-ECL-01

Size 1.2m x 12m (14.4m2)

Thickness 6mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £2.50/m2



Carpet

CarpetRanking
4

Ranking
3

floorSure Silver
underlay

floorSure gold
underlay

Resilient  
Pu foam  
with a truly  
luxurious feel.

FloorSure Silver also offers very 
good thermal insulation, to help  
your whole room feel warmer and 
more comfortable. 

It’s not only light and easy to 
manouevre, but also quick and  
easy to cut and install – saving  
time on installation.

With 100% recyclable polyurethane 
foam, this eco-friendly underlay 
improves the environment in more  
ways than one.

Pu foam 
featuring 
excellent 
resilience.

FloorSure Gold also offers very  
good thermal insulation, to help  
your whole room feel warmer  
and more comfortable.

It’s not only light and easy to 
manouevre, but also quick and  
easy to cut and install – saving  
time on installation.

With 100% recyclable polyurethane 
foam, this eco-friendly underlay 
improves the environment in more  
ways than one. 

 Feels great to feet 
 FloorSure Gold is made from a 

polyurethane foam that’s light in 
weight, but gives your feet a real  
treat – warm and comfortable,  
coupled with a softness that feels 
simply gorgeous!

 Brilliant bounce back
 Performance under pressure –  

this is an underlay that retains its 
ability to spring back much better 
than a typical sponge rubber 
product, to help your carpet keep 
that ‘just-fitted’ look.

 Light fantastic
 While it’s no lightweight in 

performance, FloorSure Gold’s 
certainly much easier and safer  
to lift and handle compared with 
sponge rubber and felt underlays 
– thanks to its lightweight PU foam.

 Feels good to feet 
 The polyurethane foam used in our 

FloorSure range may be light in 
weight, but your feet would never 
know – they’ll simply enjoy the 
warm, soft comfort this fantastic 
underlay offers!

 Brilliant bounce back
 Under pressure, this is an underlay 

that really performs – retaining its 
ability to spring back much better 
than a typical sponge rubber 
product, to help your carpet keep 
that ‘just-fitted’ look.

 Light fantastic
 It may be no lightweight in 

performance, but FloorSure Silver’s 
certainly much easier and safer to  
lift and handle compared with 
sponge rubber and felt underlays 
– thanks to its lightweight PU foam.

Light
Traffic

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning
moisture 

protection
Sound 

reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Light
Traffic

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning
moisture 

protection
Sound 

reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings
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available in
Code QAU-FSG-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 10mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £6.99/m2

available in
Code QAU-FSS-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 8mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £5.99/m2



iconic image

QA HighLine Silver & Gold
add a touch of luxury.

A TREAT 
FOR FEET

110



Carpet

CarpetRanking
6

Ranking
5

highline gold
underlay

highline Silver
underlay

HighLine Gold offers very good 
thermal insulation, to help your 
whole room feel warmer and more 
comfortable. 

The density of HighLine Gold  
helps give it excellent impact and 
sound insulation (38dB), making 
your home quieter.

With 100% recyclable polyurethane 
foam, this eco-friendly underlay 
improves the environment in more  
ways than one.

HighLine Silver offers very good 
thermal insulation, to help your 
whole room feel warmer and more 
comfortable. 

The density of HighLine Silver  
helps give it excellent impact and 
sound insulation (34dB), making 
your home quieter.

With 100% recyclable polyurethane 
foam, this eco-friendly underlay 
improves the environment in more  
ways than one.

A high 
performance  
Pu foam 
underlay 
combining 
softness and 
strength.

A high 
performance  
Pu foam 
underlay 
combining 
softness and 
strength.

Medium
Traffic

Medium
Traffic

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning
moisture 

protection
Sound 

reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning
moisture 

protection
Sound 

reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

 A treat for your feet
 HighLine Silver’s polyurethane  

foam not only makes it extremely 
durable, but also adds a really  
deep, comfortable feeling to your 
carpet. It’ll certainly put a spring  
in your step! 

 Brilliant bounce back
 Under pressure, this is an underlay 

that really performs – retaining its 
ability to spring back much better 
than a typical sponge rubber 
product, to help your carpet keep 
that ‘just-fitted’ look.

 Built to last
 On and on and on…HighLine Silver’s 

designed for durability, so it won’t  
dry out, crumble or react to 
everyday household cleaners.  
In fact it’s guaranteed for the 
lifetime of the carpet! 

 A treat for your feet
 HighLine Gold’s polyurethane  

foam not only makes it extremely 
durable, but also adds a really  
deep, comfortable feeling to your 
carpet. It’ll certainly put a spring  
in your step! 

 Brilliant bounce back
 Under pressure, this is an underlay 

that really performs – retaining its 
ability to spring back much better 
than a typical sponge rubber 
product – to help your carpet keep 
that ‘just-fitted’ look.

 Built to last
 On and on and on…HighLine Gold’s 

designed for durability, so it won’t  
dry out, crumble or react to 
everyday household cleaners.  
In fact it’s guaranteed for the 
lifetime of the carpet! 
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available in
Code QAU-HLG-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 10mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £7.50/m2

available in
Code QAU-HLS-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 8mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £6.50/m2



Carpet

CarpetRanking
6

Ranking
5

SpringBack Silver
underlay

SpringBack gold
underlay

A premium  
Pu foam 
underlay  
with the  
softest touch.

With 100% recyclable polyurethane 
foam, this eco-friendly underlay 
improves the environment in more 
ways than one.

A premium  
Pu foam 
underlay  
with the  
softest touch.

With 100% recyclable polyurethane 
foam, this eco-friendly underlay 
improves the environment in more 
ways than one.

 Pure underfoot luxury
 SpringBack Gold’s top-grade 

polyurethane foam has an 
unbelievable softness to give 
unbeatable underfoot comfort. 

 SpringBack by name...  
and nature

 It’s all in the name…SpringBack  
Gold really performs under 
pressure, retaining its ability to 
spring back much better than a 
typical sponge rubber product.  
Your carpet will look good for so 
much longer!

 Designed for durability
 SpringBack Gold is extremely 

hardwearing and won’t dry out, 
crumble or react to everyday 
household cleaners. In fact it’s 
guaranteed for the lifetime of  
the carpet! 

 Pure underfoot luxury
 SpringBack Silver’s top-grade 

polyurethane foam has an 
unbelievable softness to give 
unbeatable underfoot comfort. 

 SpringBack by name...  
and nature

 It’s all in the name…SpringBack 
Silver really performs under 
pressure, retaining its ability to 
spring back much better than a 
typical sponge rubber product.  
Your carpet will look good for so 
much longer!

 Designed for durability
 SpringBack Silver is extremely 

hardwearing and won’t dry out, 
crumble or react to everyday 
household cleaners. In fact it’s 
guaranteed for the lifetime of  
the carpet! 

Medium
Traffic

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning
moisture 

protection
Sound 

reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

hard
wearing

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning
moisture 

protection
Sound 

reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Medium
Traffic
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available in
Code QAU-SBG-01

Size 1.37 x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 10mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £6.99/m2

available in
Code QAU-SBS-01

Size 1.37 x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 8mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £4.99/m2



Medium
Traffic

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

Sound 
reduction

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Carpet

underfloor 
heating

Ranking
7EverSpring Thermal

underlay

Durable luxury 
grade sponge 
rubber range 
ideal for 
underfloor 
heating.

Cushioning
moisture 

protection

hard
wearing

 The heat is on
 EverSpring Thermal has an ultra low 

tog value (0.8), which means it allows 
your underfloor heating system to 
work more efficiently and keep your 
room – and you – as warm as toast!

 keeps bouncing back
 The extra high density sponge rubber 

is exceptionally hardwearing, and 
under pressure EverSpring Thermal 
really performs – retaining its ability 
to spring back to help your carpet 
keep that ‘just-fitted’ look.

 Great all-rounder
 This is one versatile underlay –  

it’s not only suitable for domestic 
installation, but also exceeds the 
British standard for heavy contract 
use (BS 5808:1991). 

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.
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available in
Code QAU-EST-01

Size 1.37m x 7.3m (10m2)

Thickness 6.9mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £7.99/m2



Medium
Traffic

heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Cushioning

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Carpet

hard
wearing

Sound 
reduction

Ranking
8 luxifeel Endure

underlay

Exceptional 
quality in a 
traditional 
felt underlay 
for all carpet 
installations.

moisture 
protection

 A treat for your feet
 This top quality 42oz felt underlay  

is not only extremely durable,  
but also ‘beds in’ well to add a  
really comfortable feel to your 
carpet. It’ll certainly put a spring  
in your step!

 Built to last
 On and on and on…this is an underlay 

designed for durability. It won’t 
crumble over time and takes even 
heavier use in its stride, such as 
chairs with castor wheels.

 Relax – it’s fire-resistant
 As well as long-lasting comfort, 

LuxiFeel Endure gives you added 
peace of mind thanks to its flame-
retardant properties – in fact, it’s Fire 
Safety Rated under BS 4790:1987.

 Not only is LuxiFeel Endure made 
from recycled material, it’s also 100% 
recyclable, and so kinder to the 
environment in the long run.

 Thanks to good thermal insulation this  
is an underlay that both gives your  
carpet a soft feel and helps your room  
feel warmer. 

 By allowing air to circulate and your 
carpet to breathe, the material stops  
the build up of moisture that can lead  
to mildew.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.
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available in
Code QAU-LFE-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 11mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £4.99/m2



heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

CarpetRanking
9Combifelt acoustic

underlay

Extra-tough 
felt and rubber 
combination 
perfect for 
prestige 
carpets.

 A touch more luxurious
 Giving a firm but truly plush feel 

under your feet, this is an ideal  
choice for luxury settings and  
is widely used under Axminster  
and quality twist carpets.

 Built to last
 This is an underlay designed for 

fantastic durability. It won’t crumble 
over time and takes even the heaviest 
use in its stride – it actually exceeds 
BS5808 (Heavy Contract Use)!

 Shhh! Underlay at work
 CombiFelt Acoustic has  

unbelievable impact sound 
insulation…so not only does  
it make your carpet feel softer  
and more luxurious, you’ll  
notice a real difference in  
noise levels.

 On top of all its other benefits, CombiFelt 
Acoustic is fire retardant…giving you  
extra peace of mind. 

 The ultra-strong crumb rubber backing 
means CombiFelt Acoustic is an underlay 
with long life performance.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.

hard
wearing

Sound 
reduction

moisture 
protection

Cushioning

Heavy
Traffic
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available in
Code QAU-CFA-01

Size 1.37m x 7.3m (10m2)

Thickness 10mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £8.99/m2



iconic image

HeatWave from QA  
lets the heat in 
for a cosier room.

FEEL WARMER 
INSIDE
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heat 
insulation

Commercial 
use*

level
floors

Compression 
recovery

underfloor 
heating

Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

CarpetRanking
11heatwave

underlay

A super soft  
PU foam 
underlay  
which is flame 
retardant.

 Fire safety comes first
 HeatWave is designed to be safer if 

a fire breaks out in the home, thanks 
to its flame retardant properties…
so there’s no need to worry about 
hidden dangers under your floor if 
the worst should happen.

 That soft feeling…
 HeatWave is made from very pure 

polyurethane foam, so is very soft 
and gives unbeatable underfoot 
comfort…sitting on your carpet will 
feel like sitting on your sofa!

 Heatwave under the floor
 HeatWave has a tog value of  

only 1.2, which allows underfloor 
heating to work away at keeping  
the room nice and warm.

 HeatWave doesn’t stop bouncing back…
it performs really well under pressure, 
retaining its ability to spring back. So your 
carpet will look like new for much longer!

 The holes punched in this underlay  
make it breathable, so it improves air 
circulation and contributes to better  
air quality in the home.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.

hard
wearing

Sound 
reduction

moisture 
protection

Cushioning

Heavy
Traffic
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available in
Code QAU-HWA-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 8mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £10.99/m2



iconic image

QA UltraBounce Silver & Gold
resist compression to keep floors 
in better shape.

PERFORMANCE uNDER 
PRESSURE
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Carpet

CarpetRanking
10

Ranking
9

ultraBounce gold
underlay

ultraBounce Silver
underlay

The high density of UltraBounce 
Gold helps give it outstanding 
impact sound insulation (44dB), 
making the whole room quieter.

Excellent thermal insulation  
(3 TOG) means this underlay  
gives your carpet a soft feel and 
helps your room feel warmer.

The dense polyurethane foam that 
UltraBounce Gold is made from is 
100% recyclable, so is better for the 
environment in the long run.

The high density of UltraBounce 
Silver helps give it outstanding 
impact sound insulation (38dB), 
making the whole room quieter.

Excellent thermal insulation  
(2.4 TOG) means this underlay  
gives your carpet a soft feel and 
helps your room feel warmer.

The dense polyurethane foam that 
UltraBounce Silver is made from is 
100% recyclable, so is better for the 
environment in the long run.

Luxurious Pu 
foam underlay 
for the best 
comfort 
underfoot.

Luxurious Pu 
foam underlay 
for the best 
comfort 
underfoot.

Heavy
Traffic

Heavy
Traffic

hard
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use*
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 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings
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Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

 Bounceback supreme!
 UltraBounce Silver feels exactly  

like it reads...it retains its ability 
to keep bouncing back much 
better than typical sponge rubber 
products, so your carpet keeps that 
‘just fitted’ look for longer. 

 Backed by extra strength
 The strong mesh backing gives 

UltraBounce Silver excellent 
stability, so there’s no moving or 
stretching- greatly reducing wear 
and tear to the carpet.

 So comfortable underfoot
 Only top grade polyurethane foam 

is used in this underlay so it gives  
an unbeatable soft and luxurious 
feel to your carpet. Your feet are in 
for a treat! 

 Bounceback supreme!
 UltraBounce Gold feels exactly  

like it reads...it retains its ability 
to keep bouncing back much 
better than typical sponge rubber 
products, so your carpet keeps  
that ‘just fitted’ look for longer. 

 Backed by extra strength
 The strong mesh backing gives 

UltraBounce Gold excellent 
stability, so there’s so moving or 
stretching- greatly reducing wear 
and tear to the carpet.

 So comfortable underfoot
 Only top grade polyurethane foam 

is used in this underlay so it gives  
an unbeatable soft and luxurious 
feel to your carpet. Your feet are in 
for a treat!
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available in
Code QAU-ULG-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 11mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £8.99/m2

available in
Code QAU-ULS-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 9mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £7.99/m2
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Designed for durability – 
that’s SkyWalk from QA.

BuILT TO 
LAST
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Carpet

CarpetRanking
11

Ranking
10

Skywalk Silver
underlay

Skywalk Bronze
underlay

The strong mesh backing adds  
extra stability so there’s no  
moving or stretching – keeping  
your floor covering exactly where  
it should be.

Excellent thermal insulation  
means this underlay both gives  
your carpet a soft feel and helps  
your room feel warmer.

SkyWalk Silver’s high density 
polyurethane foam is 100% 
recyclable, and so kinder to the 
environment in the long run.

Luxury 
reinforced Pu 
foam underlay 
for added 
comfort, 
warmth and 
quietness.

Luxury 
reinforced Pu 
foam underlay 
for added 
comfort, 
warmth and 
quietness.

The strong mesh backing adds  
extra stability so there’s no  
moving or stretching – keeping  
your floor covering exactly where  
it should be.

Excellent thermal insulation  
means this underlay both gives  
your carpet a soft feel and helps  
your room feel warmer.

SkyWalk Bronze’s high density 
polyurethane foam is 100% 
recyclable, and so kinder to the 
environment in the long run.

Heavy
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 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

 A treat for your feet
 The high density polyurethane foam 

(classified to BS5808 Luxury Use) 
adds a really deep, plush, 
comfortable feeling to your carpet – 
it’ll certainly put a spring in your step!

 Shhh! Underlay at work
 SkyWalk Silver’s sheer density gives 

it outstanding impact sound 
insulation (44dB)…so not only does 
it make your carpet feel softer and 
more luxurious, you’ll notice  
a real difference in noise levels too.

 Brilliant bounce back
 Under pressure, this is an underlay 

that really performs – retaining 
its ability to spring back much 
better than a typical sponge rubber 
product – to help your carpet keep 
that ‘just-fitted’ look.

 A treat for your feet
 The high density polyurethane foam 

(classified to BS5808 Luxury Use) 
adds a really deep, plush, 
comfortable feeling to your carpet – 
it’ll certainly put a spring in your step!

 Shhh! Underlay at work
 SkyWalk Bronze’s sheer density 

gives it outstanding impact sound 
insulation (40dB)…so not only does 
it make your carpet feel softer and 
more luxurious, you’ll notice  
a real difference in noise levels too.

 Brilliant bounce back
 Under pressure, this is an underlay 

that really performs – retaining 
its ability to spring back much 
better than a typical sponge rubber 
product – to help your carpet keep 
that ‘just-fitted’ look.
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available in
Code QAU-SWS-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 11mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £8.99/m2

available in
Code QAU-SWB-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 9mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £7.99/m2



Best for

CarpetRanking
12 Skywalk gold

underlay

 Tough stuff!
 The polyurethane foam may be 

eco-friendly (it’s recycled and 
100% recyclable), but the extra high 
density – 145kg/m3 – is extremely 
hardwearing, giving your carpet 
longer life too!

 Brilliant bounce back
 Under pressure, this is an underlay 

that really performs – able to spring 
back much better than a typical 
sponge rubber product – to help your 
carpet keep that ‘just-fitted’ look.

 keeps flooring in its place
 The strong mesh backing helps give 

SkyWalk Gold excellent stability 
to stop movement in your flooring, 
greatly reducing wear and tear!

 For stretch fit and double stick 
installations, you’ll find SkyWalk Gold 
underlay ideal.

 Excellent thermal insulation – 
2.6 TOG – means your whole room feels 
warmer and more comfortable. 

 The sheer density of SkyWalk Gold helps 
give it first-rate impact sound insulation 
(40dB), making your room quieter.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.

Eco-friendly  
PU foam 
underlay  
perfect for 
heavy duty 
domestic use.

Heavy
Traffic
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available in
Code QAU-SWG-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 9mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £9.99/m2
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CarpetRanking
13workforce flame

underlay

High density  
PU foam 
underlay 
for heavy 
commercial  
use.

 Heavyweight champ
 This is one tough underlay, meeting 

BS5808 (Heavy Contract) for the 
most demanding installations, 
including multi-level buildings such 
as apartments, hotels and office 
blocks.

 Built to last
 While the polyurethane foam is 

recycled and 100% recyclable,  
its ultra high density of 180kg/m3 
makes it also extremely hardwearing 
– for a longer-lasting performance! 

 Strong and stable
 WorkForce Flame also features  

a strong mesh backing, to help give  
it exceptional stability. And with  
less movement in your flooring,  
wear and tear’s greatly reduced!

 WorkForce Flame underlay is particularly 
good for stretch fit and double stick 
installations.

 It’s also highly fire retardant, meeting 
various IMO Resolutions…and giving  
you extra peace of mind. 

 WorkForce Flame’s added density means 
it has outstanding impact sound insulation 
– just 33dB – to make your room quieter.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.

Heavy
Traffic
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 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings
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use*

available in
Code QAU-WFF-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 6mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £9.99/m2
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QA WorkForce Rapid, 
tough enough to cope with 
commercial pressures.

ALWAYS uP TO 
THE JOB
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 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Carpet

Compression 
recovery

Ranking
14workforce rapid

underlay

Self-adhesive 
needle felt 
underlay for 
faster, more 
economical 
fitting.

Cushioning
moisture 

protection

hard
wearing

Commercial 
use*

 Fit it fast!
 With a semi-permanent adhesive 

built-in, WorkForce Rapid saves on 
installation time – reducing it by up 
to 40% using the single stick method 
– and saves on adhesive costs! 

 Strength in depth
 The PES non-woven top layer’s 

stability makes it very resilient, easier 
for applying glue and great for lining 
up patterned carpets – it’s perfect 
under natural floor coverings too,  
like seagrass and sisal.

 Always up to any job
 This is a tough underlay ideal for any 

domestic or heavy contract use, able 
to withstand whatever’s thrown at 
it – whether that’s pounding feet, 
wheelchairs or chairs on castors!

 Although self-adhesive, there’s no 
damage or residue left when you take up 
WorkForce Rapid – so you needn’t worry 
about subfloor damage from tack strips, 
nails and glue. 

 Where other underlays might crumble 
over time, WorkForce Rapid goes 
the distance…thanks to its long-term 
toughness and unbeatable load-bearing 
ability. 

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.

Heavy
Traffic
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available in
Code QAU-WFR-01

Size 1.37m x 11m (15.07m2)

Thickness 6.5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £10.99/m2
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SoundClick 10

FastFit 13

E-Board Timber 14

E-Board Concrete 14

E-Roll Standard 11

E-Roll Extra 12

Livello 10

 * This is how we have rated our products on overall performance  
for quick comparison.126

key:

  
Denotes  
main  
benefits

  
Denotes  
secondary  
benefits

Heavy
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Cushioning
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 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

Heavy
Traffic vinyl

Sound 
reduction

moisture 
protection

 No slip-ups with the floor
 SoundClick has an anti-slip top 

surface, which holds the flooring 
firmly in place. It makes it so much 
easier to fit, without the pieces 
sliding around. And when the floor  
is down, you can guarantee it won’t 
be going anywhere – even if it takes 
the full force of family use! 

 Quietly does it… 
 The dense, closed cell polyolefin 

foam of SoundClick gives it 18dB 
sound reduction – so it deadens  
any loud noise and makes the whole 
room quieter.

 That warm feeling
 SoundClick has an ultra low tog 

value of just 0.27, which means your 
underfloor heating system works 
much more efficiently, keeping your 
floor lovely and warm!

 The crosslinked, closed cell structure  
of the foam resists compression, 
making sure your floor’s supported for 
life, however heavy the load is.

 SoundClick is very lightweight, making 
it easy and safe to lift and handle.  
It’s also a dream to cut, so takes time 
and effort out of installation.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.

Lightweight 
underlay for  
click vinyl 
flooring, with 
anti-slip  
top surface. 

Ranking
10SoundClick

underlay
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available in
Code QAU-SCL-01

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 1.5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £5.99/m2
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Smooth out uneven floors, 
with QA FastFit.

LuXuRY 
FLAT

128
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Heavy
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Linoleum
vinyl
Cork

Ranking
13fastfit

underlay

available in
Code QAU-FFT-01

Panel size 600mm x 1200mm (0.72m2)

Pack size 4 lower & 4 upper panels  
(2.88m2)/pack

Pallet size 48 packs (138.24m2)/pallet

Thickness 3mm lower panels. 4mm upper 
panels. (7mm overall)

RRP (ex.vAT) £24.86/m2

 easy does it
 With a 3mm base and 4mm top  

board bound by a special interactive 
adhesive, FastFit lives up to its name 
– it’s quick, clean and easy to install 
compared with traditional screeds.

 Smooth, stable and  
simply warmer

 The system’s designed to create  
a subfloor layer over underfloor 
heating systems for a perfect finish 
ready for the floor covering –  
with very low thermal resistance  
to really let heat through.

 Lightening the load
 The lightweight MDF material  

means FastFit’s a breeze to lift  
and manouevre, so with its quick  
and easy installation you’ll really  
save time and effort.

 The double layer construction  
gives you excellent impact and  
sound insulation, making the whole 
room quieter. 

 FastFit can be installed over existing 
hard surfaces, to save even more time 
during fitting.

 With all its time-saving benefits, 
FastFit’s ideally suited to commercial 
installations.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.

high quality  
free-floating 
system for 
creating  
a smooth 
subfloor fast.
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1. Floor covering 
Linoleum,  
Vinyl sheet plank-tiles

2. Adhesive

3. FastFit

4. P.e. Foam

5. existing Substrate 
Vinyl, Solid wood floors, 
Ceramic tiles, Concrete,  
plus most combinations  
of subfloor

1

2

3

4

5
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QA’s e-Board Timber 
& Concrete keep it quiet.

SHHH... 
UNDERLAY 
AT WORK
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All Floor 
Finishes

All Floor 
Finishes

E-Board Concrete
underlay

E-Board Timber
underlay
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Best for

 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

The versatile E-Board Concrete can 
have carpet fitted directly onto it,  
or for solid wood, laminate, ceramic  
or vinyl flooring add 6mm ply or 
MDF first to reduce flex.

With any type of uneven subfloor,  
the E-Board Concrete underlay levels  
it out to provide a perfect base for  
any floor covering.

Save time and effort during fitting  
with lightweight tiles that 
are easy to lift and simple to cut 
and install.

 Shhh…underlay at work
 Truly exceptional impact sound 

insulation (57dB) and airborne 
sound insulation (47dB) comes  
from a two-layer underlay with 
Acoustic Barrier backed by 6mm 
Class O Acoustic Foam. 

 Fire safe and sound
 Meeting BS476: parts 6 & 7 –  

the highest level for Class O –  
the Acoustic Foam is a fully  
tested for fire resistance –  
and peace of mind.

 Commercial or residential
 Ideal for new, retrofit or renovation 

projects in offices, homes and 
hotels, E-Board Concrete fully 
meets Doc E (July 2003) of the 
Building Regulations.

underlay  
system for 
concrete 
subfloors  
with brilliant  
acoustic 
performance.

Ideal under any floor finish – carpet  
can be fitted directly onto it, but  
for solid wood, laminate, ceramic  
or vinyl we recommend adding 6mm 
ply or MDF to reduce flex.

E-Board Timber smoothes out any 
unevenness to give the ideal support 
for any floor covering.

The lightweight tiles are easy to  
lift and simple to cut and install, 
saving time and effort during fitting.

 Quiet please…
 A layer of Class O Acoustic Foam 

sandwiched between Acoustic 
Barrier means excellent impact 
(53dB) and airborne sound (49dB) 
insulation – ideal for new, retrofit 
or renovation projects in offices, 
homes and hotels.

 Relax – it’s fire-resistant
 The Class O Acoustic Foam is  

also fully tested to meet BS476: 
parts 6 & 7 for fire resistance, 
adding peace of mind to peace 
and quiet.

 Meet the regs
 Whether it’s used in commercial  

or residential installations,  
you can rely on E-Board Timber  
to fully comply with Doc E of the 
Building Regulations.

high 
performance 
acoustic 
underlay  
system  
for timber  
subfloors.
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available in
Code QAU-EBC-01

Size 1.2m x 1m (1.2m2)

Thickness 9mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £33.33/m2

available in
Code QAU-EBT-01

Size 1.2m x 1m (1.2m2)

Thickness 12mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £37.50/m2
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E-roll Extra
underlay

E-roll Standard
underlay

Wood 
Carpet 

Ceramic

All Floor 
Finishes
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 * Suitable for hotels and public buildings

If being eco-friendly’s a priority, this 
is an exceptional choice – the recycled 
rubber crumb and cork compound 
has zero impact during manufacture.

Designed for durability, E-Roll Extra 
won’t crumble over time thanks to 
exceptional resilience and point 
loading capacity.

This is an ideal underlay for underfloor 
heating, as its thermal properties 
allow the system to work efficiently 
and keep the room warmer.

 No noise
 E-Roll Extra maximises the stifling 

of impact sound at source – in fact, 
it’s so good it meets BS EN ISO  
140-8:1998.

 Great all-rounder
 This is one versatile underlay, 

suitable for all floor finishes – 
especially vinyl and marmoleum/
linoleum, because it won’t  
cause discolouration of the  
flooring (which E-Roll Standard  
is prone to).

 Rules the regulations
 A perfect choice for new build, 

refurbishment, residential, 
commercial and education projects, 
E-Roll Extra has been independently 
tested to fully comply with Building 
Regulations Document E.

General  
purpose  
acoustic cork 
and rubber 
underlay for  
all floor types. 

The recycled rubber crumb and  
cork compound is extremely  
eco-friendly – zero environmental 
impact as it’s made means it’s  
a truly sustainable choice.

E-Roll Standard stays cool under 
pressure too – it resists compression, 
so gives solid and stable support 
even under heavy weights.

With good thermal properties, 
this is an ideal underlay with 
underfloor heating systems.

 Sounds great
 Measured to BS EN ISO 140-8:1998,  

the cork granules and rubber 
granulate deaden impact  
sound at source for a more  
peaceful environment.

 Built to last
 On and on and on…this is an  

underlay designed for durability,  
with fantastic sturdiness and  
point loading ability – so you know  
it won’t crumble over time.

 Standard meets  
the standard

 E-Roll Standard has been 
independently tested to show it  
meets Building Regulations 
Document E – so it’s ideal for new 
build, refurbishment, residential, 
commercial and education projects.

Tough, 
economical 
cork and rubber 
compound 
underlay with 
good acoustic 
performance.hard
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available in
Code QAU-ERE-01

Size 1m x 20m (20m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £13.50/m2

Code QAU-ERE-02

Size 1m x 18m (18m2)

Thickness 4.5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £17.50/m2

available in
Code QAU-ERS-01

Size 1.15m x 20m (23m2)

Thickness 3mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £12.90/m2

Code QAU-ERS-02

Size 1.15m x 12m (13.8m2)

Thickness 4.5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £16.88/m2
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 Fit it fast!
 Livello can be laid over existing  

hard floor coverings, and with 
a strong adhesive already built-in 
fitting’s really quick and easy – 
reducing installation time by up  
to 50%!

 Feels good to feet 
 Your feet are in for a treat –  

Livello’s cushioning material  
makes your floor feel softer and 
warmer to walk on, and helps 
it absorb the impact if anything’s 
dropped on it.

 Quiet please…
 With brilliant sound reduction 

(23dB), Livello underlay deadens 
noise both in the room and 
underneath it, making a big 
difference to how your  
home feels.

 With Livello in place, there’s no  
need to wait for the adhesive to set – 
your new Luvanto floor can be 
walked on straight away!

 Not only is Livello made from  
recycled material, it’s also 100% 
recyclable, and so kinder to 
the environment in the long run.

 Try out our Traffilay system online  
at www.qaflooringsolutions.com  
or contact us on 0151 495 3434 for  
more information on any product.

Complete 
installation 
system for  
use with  
QA Luvanto 
flooring.

Ranking
10livello

underlay
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available in
Code QAU-LVL-01

Size 1m x 15m (15m2)

Thickness 2.5mm

RRP (ex.vAT) £6.50/m2



accessories
As a professional, these are the 
things you simply can’t do without. 
The tools of your trade, 
the everyday items you rely on... 
and you can rely on QA to 
have a complete range of quality 
accessories that give you 
great value too.
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Standard Profiles

Heavy Duty Profiles

Self Adhesive 
Profiles

Retail Packs

Stair Nosings

Gripper

Scotia Beading

Finishing Strips

Adhesives

Tapes

Tools

Flooring Paper

Floor Protectors

Packaging

CONTENTS
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Standard profiles
accessories

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SSE-S1 0.9m 45 Silver

QAA-SSE-G1 0.9m 45 Gold

QAA-SSE-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SSE-G2 2.7m 15 Gold A: 37mm    B: 9mm

Single Edge
Protects the carpet edge  
for a neat finish.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SDG-S1 0.9m 45 Silver

QAA-SDG-G1 0.9m 45 Gold

QAA-SDG-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SDG-G2 2.7m 15 Gold A: 50mm    B: 6.8mm    C: 20mm

dual grip
For a tidy, protected join  
between two carpets.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SCS-S1 0.9m 45 Silver

QAA-SCS-G1 0.9m 45 Gold

QAA-SCS-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SCS-G2 2.7m 15 Gold A: 37mm

Cover Strip
Covers and protects on a wide 
range of floor coverings. Pleated 
and fluted; fixings included.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SCE-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SCE-G2 2.7m 15 Gold

A: 32mm    B: 12mm

Carpet Square Edge
A versatile edging for all sorts of 
uses including carpet capping or 
finishing in open plan areas; can be 
easily mitred to form an access 
panel. Fine ribbed design keeps its 
looks even under heavy traffic.
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A range of profiles that offers 
superb quality and terrific value.

view all our accessories online at www.qaflooringsolutions.com or 
contact us on 0151 495 3434 for more information on any product.



Standard profiles
accessories

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SZS-S1 0.9m 45 Silver

QAA-SZS-G1 0.9m 45 Gold

QAA-SZS-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SZS-G2 2.7m 15 Gold A: 42mm    B: 8mm    C: 28mm

9mm Z Section
For a neat join where laminated 
smooth flooring meets carpet. 
Lightly tap on top of the strip with 
a rubber mallet after fitting for a 
snug fit to edges of floor coverings.

Extra wide Cover Strip
Perfect for covering difficult  
joins between any floor coverings – 
one of the widest designs on the 
market. Fixings included.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SWC-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SWC-G2 2.7m 15 Gold

A: 61mm

Carpet Cover Strip
Angled ribs underneath lock into 
the pile and pull the two carpets 
together as the strip’s screwed  
to the floor. Suitable for all types  
of carpet; fixings included.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SCC-S1 0.9m 45 Silver

QAA-SCC-G1 0.9m 45 Gold

QAA-SCC-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SCC-G2 2.7m 15 Gold A: 37mm

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SZP-S2 2.7m 10 Silver

QAA-SZP-G2 2.7m 10 Gold

A: 54mm    B: 14mm    C: 40mm

14mm Z Section
A larger version of our  
Standard 9mm Z Section designed 
for thicker wood and carpet.
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view all our accessories online at www.qaflooringsolutions.com or 
contact us on 0151 495 3434 for more information on any product.



Standard profiles
accessories

8.5mm round Edge
For a smoother join to resilient 
flooring – fits over the edge of 
laminate and allows for expansion. 
No screws or fixings needed.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SRE-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-SRE-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 48.5mm    B: 8.5mm    C: 39.5mm

14.5mm laminate  
Square Edge
A 14.5mm version of our 8.5mm 
Square Edge.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SLN-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-SLN-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 32mm    B: 14.5mm    C: 16.5mm

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SLE-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-SLE-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 32mm    B: 8.5mm    C: 16.5mm

8.5mm laminate  
Square Edge
Forms a neat square edge for other 
floor coverings to butt up to – 
useful for finishing around French 
windows or raised thresholds.  
Fits over the edge of laminate.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SRN-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-SRN-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 60.5mm    B: 14.5mm    C: 47mm

14.5mm round Edge
A 14.5mm version of the 8.5mm 
Round Edge.
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Standard profiles
accessories

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SDE-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-SDE-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 45mm    B: 8.5mm    C: 31.5mm

8.5 mm double Edge
For a neat join between two 
laminates. No fixings required.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SVC-S1 0.9m 45 Silver

QAA-SVC-G1 0.9m 45 Gold

QAA-SVC-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SVC-G2 2.7m 15 Gold A: 25mm

Vinyl Cover Strip
Covers and protects joints 
between vinyl floor coverings  
of any grades and thickness. 
Fixings included.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SVE-S1 0.9m 45 Silver

QAA-SVE-G1 0.9m 45 Gold

QAA-SVE-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SVE-G2 2.7m 15 Gold A: 27.7mm

Vinyl Edge
Neatens and protects the edge  
of resilient vinyl floor coverings up 
to 4mm thick. Fixings included.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-SCT-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-SCT-G2 2.7m 15 Gold

A: 28mm

Carpet Tile Edge
Designed to protect exposed 
edges of loose laid carpet tiles 
where there’s no wall line.
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heavy duty profiles
accessories

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-HDG-S2 2.7m 9 Silver

QAA-HDG-G2 2.7m 9 Gold

A: 62mm    B: 7.5mm    C: 28mm

dual grip
With a 28mm top and 62mm base, 
this is simply a heavier duty version 
of the standard Dual Grip.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-HSE-S2 2.7m 15 Silver

QAA-HSE-G2 2.7m 15 Gold

A: 40mm    B: 10.5mm

Single Edge
A wider base and stronger frame  
to suit thicker carpets.
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Our profiles – designed to 
take any punishment!
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Self adhesive profiles
accessories

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-AAX-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-AAX-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 53.5mm    B: 22mm

20mm angle Edge
The largest version of our  
Self Adhesive 8mm Angle Edge.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-AAN-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-AAN-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 43mm    B: 14.3mm    C: 16.3mm

14mm angle Edge
A 14mm version of the Self 
Adhesive 8mm Angle Edge.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-AAE-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-AAE-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 43mm    B: 8mm    C: 10mm

8mm angle Edge
For a smooth join to resilient  
floor coverings. Quick and easy  
to install.
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Choose our self adhesive range for fantastic 
quality combined with faster fitting.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-AEC-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-AEC-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 38.5mm

Euro Cover Strip
A high quality, easy to install  
cover strip for most floor coverings 
of equal level.
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Self adhesive profiles
accessories

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-ANO-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-ANO-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 25mm    B: 9mm

9mm Nosing
A quick and easy to use  
choice for wood/laminate.  
Ideal for a neat finish.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-ANX-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-ANX-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 25mm    B: 15mm

15mm Nosing
An ideal choice for wood/laminate, 
with the advantage of quick and 
easy self adhesive fixing.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-ANZ-S2 2.7m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-ANZ-G2 2.7m 10 Matt Gold

A: 25mm    B: 20mm

20mm Nosing
A larger version of our 9mm  
and 15mm Nosings.
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retail packs
accessories

Code Length
Lengths/ 
carton Colour

QAA-RCS-S1 0.9m 10 Silver

QAA-RCS-G1  0.9m 10 Gold

A: 37mm

Cover Strip
Covers and protects on a  
wide range of floor coverings.  
Pleated and fluted.

dual grip
For a tidy, protected join  
between two carpets.

Code Length
Lengths/ 
carton Colour

QAA-RDG-S1  0.9m 10 Silver

QAA-RDG-G1 0.9m 10 Gold

A: 50mm    B: 6.8mm    C: 20mm

Code Length
Lengths/ 
carton Colour

QAA-RSE-S1 0.9m 10 Silver

QAA-RSE-G1 0.9m 10 Gold

A: 37mm    B: 9mm

Single Edge
Protects the carpet edge  
for a neat finish.

Code Length
Lengths/ 
carton Colour

QAA-RZS-S1   0.9m 10 Silver

QAA-RZS-G1  0.9m 10 Gold

A: 42mm    B: 8mm    C: 28mm

Z Section
For a neat join where laminated 
smooth flooring meets carpet. 
Lightly tap on top of the strip with 
a rubber mallet after fitting for a 
snug fit to edges of floor coverings.
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Our profiles are also available for DIY use, 
with specially designed packs for DIY outlets – 
individually wrapped, with an attractive 
label and eurohook for easy POS display.
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retail packs
accessories

Code Length
Lengths/ 
carton Colour

QAA-RWC-S1 0.9m 10 Silver

QAA-RWC-G1 0.9m 10 Gold

A: 61mm

Code Length
Lengths/ 
carton Colour

QAA-RVE-S1 0.9m 10 Silver

QAA-RVE-G1 0.9m 10 Gold

A: 27.7mm

Vinyl Edge
Neatens and protects the edge  
of resilient vinyl floor coverings  
up to 4mm thick.

Extra wide Cover Strip
Perfect for covering difficult  
joins between any floor coverings 
– one of the widest designs on  
the market.

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-REC-S1 0.9m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-REC-G1 0.9m 10 Matt Gold

A: 38.5mm

Euro Cover Strip
A high quality, easy to install  
cover strip for most floor coverings 
of equal level. (Self Adhesive).
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Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-RNO-S1 0.9m 10 Matt Silver

QAA-RNO-G1 0.9m 10 Matt Gold

A: 25mm    B: 9mm

9mm Nosing
A quick and easy to use choice  
for wood/laminate. Ideal for  
a neat finish. (Self Adhesive).
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Our stair nosings are available in standard lengths 
of 2.46m, 2.77m and 3.22m. Cutting and drilling  
service is available. Products marked (DDA) comply 
with the Disability Discrimination Act.

double rake Back
Code

QAA-SNS-04

A: 85mm    B: 32mm

double Square
Code

QAA-SNS-03

A: 85mm    B: 32mm

Single rake Back
Code

QAA-SNS-02

A: 57mm    B: 32mm

Single Square
Code

QAA-SNS-01

A: 56mm    B: 32mm

Slim line Stair Nosings
accessories
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Slim line Stair Nosings
accessories

Code

QAA-SNS-05

A: 66mm    B: 26mm

Single Square ramp

Code

QAA-SNS-07

A: 57mm    B: 30mm

Single Bullnose

Code

QAA-SNS-06

A: 66mm    B: 26mm

Single rake Back ramp

Code

QAA-SNS-08

A: 56mm    B: 55mm

Single Square (dda)
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Slim line Stair Nosings
accessories

Single Square (dda) 
ramp Code

QAA-SNS-10

A: 67mm    B: 55mm

Code

QAA-SNS-09

A: 57mm    B: 55mm

Single rake Back (dda)

The following colour inserts are available;

  Special colours are available upon request. 
  Cut and drilling service available. 
*Only available in single nosings, not double nosings.

Black Brown Green Dolphin Grey Yellow Sky Blue

White Beige Red Midnight Grey Cobalt Blue Hazard Orange*
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Code

QAA-SNH-04

A: 93mm    B: 32mm

double rake Back

Code

QAA-SNH-03

A: 91mm    B: 32mm

double Square

Code

QAA-SNH-02

A: 63mm    B: 32mm

Single rake Back

Code

QAA-SNH-01

A: 60mm    B: 32mm

Single Square

heavy duty Stair Nosings
accessories
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With medium-heavy duty carpet, tile, and heavy duty smooth flooring 
this is the ideal choice, available in standard lengths of 2.46m, 2.77m 
and 3.22m. Cutting and drilling service is available. Products marked 
(DDA) comply with the Disability Discrimination Act.
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heavy duty Stair Nosings
accessories

Single Bullnose
Code

QAA-SNH-06

A: 70mm    B: 40mm

Single Square dda
Code

QAA-SNH-07

A: 60mm    B: 55mm

double Bullnose
Code

QAA-SNH-05

A: 91mm    B: 35mm

The following colour inserts are available;

Special colours are available upon request. 
Cut and drilling service available.

Black
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Brown Green Dolphin Grey Yellow Sky Blue

White Beige Red Midnight Grey Cobalt Blue
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Standard gripper & premium gripper
accessories

Standard dual purpose gripper
Pre-nailed with dual purpose nails for wood 
and concrete subfloors.

Standard Concrete Nail gripper
Pre-nailed with masonry nails, specially designed 
for ease and speed of installation and an exceptionally 
strong fixing on concrete subfloors.

Standard wood Nail gripper
Pre-nailed with specially tempered nails (threaded 
for ultimate holding power), for easy, fast installation 
on board and suspended timber subfloors.

premium dual purpose gripper
premium wood Nail gripper
premium Concrete Nail gripper
QA Premium Gripper has 20% more nails and pins  
per length than our standard Gripper and is 28mm  
wide – giving better strength and stability for heavier,  
top quality carpets.

3 floor Nail Specifications
Dual Purpose Gripper, Concrete Nail 
Gripper and Wood Nail Gripper.

3 pin heights
Short Pin 3.2mm (1/8”) – for cord carpeting and some low tuft carpets. 
Medium Pin 4.8mm (3/6”) – the more usual pin length, suitable for most types of carpet. 
Long Pin 6.4mm (1/4”) – for extra deep pile carpet and when using thicker underlay  
  (eg. 11mm or thicker).

Code Nail Pin height Size Boxed

QAA-GST-DS Dual Short 5ft 500ft/box

QAA-GST-DN Dual Medium 5ft 500ft/box

QAA-GST-DD Dual Medium 5ft 40ft/box

QAA-GST-DL Dual Long 5ft 500ft/box

QAA-GST-CN Concrete Medium 5ft 500ft/box

QAA-GST-WN Wood Medium 5ft 500ft/box

Code Nail Pin height Size Boxed

QAA-GPR-DN Dual Medium 5ft 400ft/box

QAA-GPR-WN Wood Medium 5ft 400ft/box

QAA-GPR-CN Concrete Medium 5ft 400ft/box
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finishing Strips
accessories
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Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour RRP

QAA-FSP-WH 2.7m 10 White £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-01 2.7m 10 White Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-02 2.7m 10 Washed Grey Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-03 2.7m 10 Vintage Grey Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-04 2.7m 10 Ebony £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-05 2.7m 10 Country Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FSP-06 2.7m 10 Harvest Oak £17.99/length

QAA-FST-01 2.7m 10 Beige Stone £17.99/length

QAA-FST-02 2.7m 10 Black Slate £17.99/length

finishing Strips

A self-adhesive aluminium strip which conceals 
the expansion gap between the flooring and  
the skirting board for a neat, professional finish.  
Perfect for use with Luvanto Click flooring and 
other types of hard floorcoverings.



Scotia Beading
accessories
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A: 16.5mm    B: 16.5mm

Scotia

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour RRP

QAA-SCO-WH 2.4m 50 White £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-OA 2.4m 50 Oak £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-AO 2.4m 50 Antique Oak £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-VO 2.4m 50 Virginia Oak £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-WE 2.4m 50 Wenge £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-BE 2.4m 50 Beech £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-CH 2.4m 50 Cherry £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-WA 2.4m 50 Walnut £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-BL 2.4m 50 Black £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-BSL 2.4m 50 Black Slate £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-BST 2.4m 50 Beige Stone £4.98/length

Code Length
Qty per 
carton Colour RRP

QAA-SCO-CO 2.4m 50 Country Oak £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-DW 2.4m 50 Dark Walnut £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-EB 2.4m 50 Ebony £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-HO 2.4m 50 Harvest Oak £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-SB 2.4m 50 Steamed Beech £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-VGO 2.4m 50 Vintage Grey Oak £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-WB 2.4m 50 Washed Black £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-WDG 2.4m 50 Washed Dark Grey £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-WGO 2.4m 50 Washed Grey Oak £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-WLG 2.4m 50 Washed Light Grey £4.98/length

QAA-SCO-WO 2.4m 50 White Oak £4.98/length

Bridges the expansion gaps on laminate, 
engineered, and solid wood floors for a truly 
professional finish.



adhesives
accessories

Code Can content Box quantity

QAA-ADH-SA 500ml 12 cans

heavy duty Spray adhesive
Suitable for most flooring applications including carpets, 
carpet tiles, underlays and textiles. Sticks to timber,  
chipboard, ceramic, stone, concrete, masonry, metals,  
most plastics, glass and rubber.

Code Can content Box quantity

QAA-ADH-GA 350ml 12 tubes

Standard gripper adhesive
A high quality, gunnable adhesive – ideal for gap filling, fixing 
stair nosings, door strips and carpet grippers to most flooring 
surfaces and refitting skirting boards and covings.

Code Can content Box quantity

QAA-ADH-FG 300ml 12 tubes

fast Set Super gripper adhesive
A powerful, fast-setting, polyurethane adhesive ideal for fixing 
stair nosings, door strips, and carpet grippers to most floor 
surfaces. Exceptionally fast initial grab, with skin formation 
time of approx 3 minutes and a setting time of 8 to 10 minutes.

a choice of adhesives suited 
to different applications.
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Tapes
accessories

heatseam Tape
Ideal for felt backed carpets in moderate traffic areas,  
with a lower melt temperature to prevent damage 
to the carpet backing. It can also be a an economical 
alternative to Super Heatseam Tape for seaming 
conventional woven or secondary jute backed carpets 
in light traffic areas.

Code Width Length Box quantity

QAA-TAP-ST 4" 20m 10 rolls

Super heatseam Tape
Designed for traditional woven or secondary jute back  
carpets in moderate traffic areas.

Code Width Length Box quantity

QAA-TAP-SU 4" 20m 10 rolls

gold heatseam Tape
Perfect for conventional woven or secondary jute back 
carpets in light traffic areas – the metallised gold 
foil backing reduces heat loss into the floor, melting the 
adhesive more rapidly for faster seaming. It also slows 
down adhesive cooling giving you more time for pattern 
matching and allowing better control at lower 
temperatures for sensitive carpet piles and backings.

Code Width Length Box quantity

QAA-TAP-GO 4" 20m 10 rolls

Our Heatseam Tapes are specially designed to give 
a strong, stable fixing that exceeds British Standards 
for various types of carpets and installations. 
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Tapes
accessories

double Sided Tape
Heavy duty double sided tape for securing felt backed  
carpets and other floor coverings.

Code Size Box quantity

QAA-TAP-DS 50mm x 50m 24 rolls

anti plas Tape
Special double sided tape for vinyl flooring that 
doesn’t allow adhesive from the tape to transfer to the 
vinyl (unlike standard Double Sided Tape).

Code Size Box quantity

QAA-TAP-AP 50mm x 50m 24 rolls

Vapour Tape
A self adhesive seaming tape that creates an effective  
moisture barrier with improved joint seal protection and  
also strengthens underlay joints.

Code Size Box quantity

QAA-TAP-VA 75mm x 25m 20 rolls

QuickTech Tape
An innovative tape ideal for sticking down metal  
door trims, wooden gripper, skirting and dados, scotia, 
mouldings and more.

Code Size Box quantity

QAA-TAP-QT 19mm x 20m 20 rolls

A comprehensive range of tapes 
for a variety of applications. 
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Tapes
accessories

Black Cloth Tape
A strong, water-resistant tape that can be used over  
underlay joints to give extra strength and stability,  
ideal for stretch-fit carpet installation.

Code Size Box quantity

QAA-TAP-BC 50mm x 33m 24 rolls

Barrier Jointing Tape
A jointing tape that can be used with the Barrier wood 
underlays for added joint seal protection and also giving  
the underlay extra strength and stability.

Code Size Box quantity

QAA-TAP-BA 50mm x 15m 50 rolls
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Tools – general purpose
accessories
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other tools may be available on request –  
please contact us on 0151 495 3434 to ask.

Safety dolphin® Knife
A general purpose safety knife featuring ergonomic 
hand protection and easy blade access. Comes complete 
with strong plastic holster and belt clip.

Code

QAA-TOG-DK

Steel Blades
Packed in strong plastic boxes for extra safety.

Code Type Quantity

QAA-TOG-HD
Heavy Duty 
Straight Edge  100 per box

QAA-TOG-HO Hooked  100 per box

QAA-TOG-CO Concave  100 per box

A range of premium quality 
tools for everyday general use.

hd Tape measure
A tough Imperial and metric tape measure, double riveted  
and with a 20% thicker blade so it’ll extend further 
before reaching ‘break’. Comes with strong protective 
ABS case.

Code Size

QAA-TOG-TM 7.5m

gripper Shear Stainless
A premium strength steel shear for easy cutting of 
all grades of carpet and tack strip. Spare blades and 
anvils available.

Code

QAA-TOG-GS



Tools – general purpose
accessories
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Staple hammer Tacker
Heavy duty model ideal for fastening thin materials such  
as underlay to the subfloor.

Code

QAA-TOG-HT

Concrete Nails

ring Shank pre-Nails
19mm long, in 1kg Tub.

Code Size Quantity

QAA-TOG-CN 19mm 1kg per tub

QAA-TOG-RN 19mm 1kg per tub

Staples
Packed 5000/box.

Code Size Quantity

QAA-TOG-S1 8mm  5000 per box

QAA-TOG-S2 12mm  5000 per box



Tools – general purpose
accessories
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deluxe Extendable Kicker
A favourite with installers, this easily adjustable kicker 
has a thick replaceable buffer and wide head 
with 3 replaceable nap grips and adjustable steel pins.

Code

QAA-TOI-EK

heatseaming iron
Fully grooved base of teflon, which is easy to clean.  
Stand supplied.

Code

QAA-TOI-HI



paper & polythene
accessories

Code Size Gauge

QAA-DPM-VB 5m x 4m (20m2) 600G

water Vapour Barrier
The perfect extra protection under wood flooring,  
this puncture-resistant barrier comes in a handy multifold  
pack and can be used with underfloor heating systems.

Small damp-proof polythene membrane
Highly resistant to puncturing and suitable for use with 
underfloor heating systems, this protects against damp  
from concrete subfloors. It can be used either as an oversite 
membrane between a blinded hardcore bed and base  
concrete, or as a sandwich membrane in base concrete  
or between it and the screed.

Code Size Gauge

QAA-DPM-SC 2m x 5m (10m2) 1000G

Code Size

QAA-FPA-KU 1m x 25m (25m2)

reinforced Kraft union paper
A waterproof building paper that controls moisture  
to BS 1521 AF requirements.

Code Size Gauge

QAA-DPM-LC 4m x 25m (100m2) 1000G

large damp-proof polythene membrane
Highly resistant to puncturing and suitable for use with 
underfloor heating systems, this protects against damp  
from concrete subfloors. It can be used either as an oversite 
membrane between a blinded hardcore bed and base  
concrete, or as a sandwich membrane in base concrete  
or between it and the screed. 
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Temporary Carpet protection film
For carpet.

Code Size Colour

QAA-FPR-CF 100m x 0.6m Clear

Coir matting 
Extremely tough and hardwearing, our coir matting is 
ideal for use in entrances and doorways that take very high 
traffic levels. Supplied in full rolls only.

Code Size Thickness

QAA-FPR-C1  1m x 12.5m (12.5m2) 15mm

Code Size Colour

QAA-FPR-HF 100m x 0.6m Blue

floor protection
accessories

Code Size Colour

QAA-FPR-CP 680mm x 30m Clear

Carpet protector
Made from premium quality vinyl, the studded base  
grips on all types of carpet for long term damage  
protection in heavy traffic areas.

Temporary hard Surface protection film
During building renovation or DIY projects, this hard-wearing 
film protects against damage from dirt, dust spillages, paint, 
and general light debris. It can be laid in seconds with no taping 
needed and is easy to take up when you’re finished – leaving no 
stains or residue. For stone, vinyl, wood, and laminate.
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handywrap and dispenser
Ideal for stretch wrapping loose bundles of  
products or carpet rolls, rugs and scotia, for example.  
Dispenser available for easier handling.

Code Size Box quantity

QAA-PAC-HW 100mm x 300m x 15micron 40 rolls

QAA-PAC-HD – –

palletwrap
Heavy duty, maximum strength wrap for protecting and 
stabilising palletised items. Available in clear and black.

Code Size Box quantity

QAA-PAC-PW 400mm x 300m x 15micron 6 rolls

Code Size

QAA-PAC-L1 12"

QAA-PAC-L2 18”

QAA-PAC-L3 24”

QAA-PAC-L4 36”

layflat Tubing
Clear polythene sleeving for use over carpet rolls,  
rugs, scotia and wood etc. to protect against moisture,  
dust and scratches.

packaging
accessories

parcel Tape and dispenser
General purpose parcel tape suitable for any packing,  
available in two roll sizes in clear and brown.  
For easier handling, also order dispenser.  
Dispenser available for ease of handling (for 48mm rolls).

Code Size
Qty per 
carton Colour

QAA-PAC-P1 25mm x 66m 72 rolls Clear

QAA-PAC-P2 48mm x 66m 36 rolls Clear

QAA-PAC-PD – – –
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Simply Better

hOw yOu CaN OrdEr:
Phone us on 0151 495 3434 between  
8.00am and 5.00pm Monday to Friday.

Send us a fax to 0151 427 0484

Email us at sales@qaflooringsolutions.com

All orders are accepted subject to our  
Terms and Conditions of Sale – a copy  
of these is available on request.

Our dEliVEry SErViCE:
We offer free 3-4 day delivery service  
throughout the uK and ROI for orders  
over £300 (ex.VAT).

We have to add a small carriage  
surcharge for: 

– Next day delivery

– Orders less than £300.

All technical data provided in this publication is subject to variation. 
It is partly based on data from our suppliers and reflects the current 
level of industry expertise. It is not legally binding. Compliance with 
legal requirements remains the customer’s own responsibility. 163
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